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1 Motivation
Participation in higher education has increased considerably over the last decades. The
resulting budgetary pressure, in combination with the recent financial crisis, has led
to reforms in the financing schemes for higher education many countries. These re-
forms often shift a substantial share of the costs towards students and their parents. Not
only have tuition fees increased, but new modes of financing—for example, fees and
grants that depend on study progress, or loan repayments that are contingent on future
income—are increasingly introduced as well.
Participation in higher education is unlikely to decline in the future and the resulting
budgetary pressure is therefore likely to stay. In addition, other budgetary needs, in
particular the financing of health care and pensions, are higher on the political agenda in
many countries. Ad hoc reforms in the financing of higher education can alleviate some
of the budgetary needs in the short-run, but there is a great need to design structural
policies that are sustainable in the long run as well.
The current review spells out economic arguments to guide our thinking about the
financing of higher education. Such a review is not only useful to the current public
debate in many countries, it also provides a well-timed update of the current academic
literature. First, some of the older arguments, like externalities and signalling, turn out
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to be difficult to validate empirically, while others, e.g., credit constraints, have become
more important over time. We review the empirical literature with special attention to
the causal evidence that has become increasingly available over the last years. Second,
recent insights from behavioural economics provide new arguments for intervention in
higher education. Additionally, multiple recent studies in the public finance literature
have analyzed the pros and cons of different innovative financing schemes, such as
income-contingent loans and graduate taxes. We integrate the theoretical and empirical
findings of behavioural economics and public finance in the current review.
The starting point of our analysis in section 2 is the following question: do we need
government intervention in higher education? The second welfare theorem provides a
clear answer. If there are no market failures, if individuals behave rationally, and if
non-distortive lump-sum transfers are feasible, then there is no need for government
intervention other than redistribution based on lump-sum transfers.
The obvious next question is: do these assumptions hold? Economic arguments for
government intervention may arise if one of the assumptions fail. Insurance, credit, ed-
ucation and labour markets—all highly revelant to higher education—may malfunction
in the absence of government intervention. In addition, there is ample evidence that
individuals do not always behave rationally, and students turn out to be no exception.
Finally, although non-distortive lump-sum transfers are (first) best, they are not feasible
in reality.
In sections 3, 4, and 5 we discuss market failures (incomplete insurance, credit
constraints, externalities, and signalling), behavioural failures (misprediction, positional
goods, and peer interactions), and first-best failures (distortions, perverse redistribution,
and fiscal externalities). In each section we identify the theoretical problem, analyze the
consequences for participation in higher education, and provide the available empirical
evidence.
The final section seeks to answer one last question: how should educational subsi-
dies and redistribution policies look like? In section 6 we first take stock and identify
the failures that we consider essential for an optimal policy design. Afterwards, we
discuss the pros and cons of the different financing modes (general taxation, classical
loans, income-contingent loans, and graduate taxes) in more detail.
We focus on the economics of financing higher education, so other fields (e.g., psy-
chology and educational sciences), other interventions (e.g., regulation), other educa-
tional levels (e.g., compulsory education), and other tasks of higher education (e.g.,
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research) only enter the discussion if deemed essential. In addition, the current review
is limited to the study of demand side aspects (versus supply and governance). In partic-
ular, we mainly focus on the participation decision (versus effort and success) in higher
education from a welfare point of view (versus a political economy view).
2 Do we need government intervention in higher education?
We consider the following laissez-faire policy in higher education: students pay the
market price of higher education and the government does not intervene except for re-
distribution based on non-distortive lump-sum transfers. The question is: under what
assumptions is the laissez-faire the best possible policy for society? The second welfare
theorem provides the answer. In this section we spell out the assumptions underlying the
second welfare theorem and show how they justify the laissez-faire. In later sections we
will scrutinize the underlying assumptions. To set the stage, it is useful to start out with
a review of the expected private costs and benefits of participation in higher education.
2.1 Expected private costs and benefits of participation
Economic theory dictates that rational students participate in higher education if the
expected private benefits of participation exceed the private costs. But what private costs
and benefits can a student expect? The visible costs include fees, books, transport, and
lodging. The invisible costs are the opportunity costs of time, i.e. foregone earnings.
The most apparent benefits of education are higher wages and lower unemployment
probabilities. Non-pecuniary benefits such as better jobs, health, and personal relations
may add to it as well. Because the costs of higher education are generally observable,
most empirical research has focused on the benefits of higher education.
A wide range of studies estimates the private pecuniary returns to education; see
Harmon et al. (2003) for a review of the evidence. Estimates are on average 8% to 10%
for one extra year of education. However, these averages hide considerable heterogene-
ity. Estimates based on exogenous variation in schooling (e.g., based on policy reforms
or date of birth) are typically higher than estimates from twin studies, which are in turn
(marginally) higher than studies that rely on OLS-estimates with controls for IQ. These
differences likely occur because studies that exploit variation in compulsory schooling
laws estimate effects for students at the margin of high-school dropout, and extra edu-
cation can strongly pay off for this particular subgroup. In addition, the estimates vary
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over individuals, depending on gender, IQ, birth cohort, and country. They also strongly
differ across age. Returns from education are reaped from age 30 onwards and stabilize
around the age of 35; see Bhuller et al. (2011) and Carneiro et al. (2003) for evidence in
Norway and the Unites States. Estimates at the participation margin for higher educa-
tion are typically lower than average estimates. Carneiro et al. (2011) estimate marginal
treatment effects ranging from 3 to 10% for an extra year of college relative to an av-
erage return of 14%. The difference between marginal and average return could partly
explain why high average returns do not necessarily lead to more participation.
There is also evidence of sizeable non-pecuniary private benefits of higher educa-
tion. Education has been linked to benefits related in the realms of, for example, fer-
tility, occupational choice, and consumption/savings behaviour; see Vila (2000); Wolfe
and Haveman (2002); Johnston (2004) for overviews. Many studies look at the impact
of education on health outcomes; see, for example, Grossman (2000, 2006) and Cutler
and Lleras-Muney (2008) for overviews of the empirical literature. The evidence shows
a strong link between education and smoking, drinking, mortality, drug use, and the
prevalence of several diseases. However, the reliability of estimates differs because of
the complex relationship between health and education. Causality can run both ways,
and many other relevant factors are correlated to both outcomes. Conti et al. (2010) pro-
vide causal evidence for the impact of education on the prevalence of smoking. Most
studies treat education as a continuous variable (years of education) and do not specifi-
cally address the role of higher education. An exception is provided by Heckman et al.
(2011). They find a strong causal impact of college attendance (for both the average and
the marginal individual) on several measures of health and risky behaviour, including
smoking, physical health and mental health.
2.2 The second welfare theorem
The second welfare theorem assumes well-functioning markets, rational individuals,
and ideal redistribution based on lump-sum transfers. Although we postpone the de-
tails of each assumption to later sections, we discuss some important consequences to
understand the logic underlying the second welfare theorem.
Well-functioning markets imply that the private costs and benefits of the different
individual choice options coincide with their social costs and benefits. Rationality im-
plies that individuals choose the option with the largest private payoff, i.e. the difference
between the private benefits and costs of an option. The first welfare theorem tells us
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that well-functioning markets and rationality together guarantee Pareto efficiency. In-
deed, if each individual rationally chooses the option with the largest private payoff and
if well-functioning markets guarantee that private and social payoffs coincide, then the
largest social payoff results automatically (the so-called invisible hand paradigm).
Let us apply the second welfare theorem to a simple model of the participation
decision in higher education. The absence of market failures implies that credit and
insurance markets work perfectly. As a result, monetary costs and benefits can be shifted
to other time periods and eventual risks can be perfectly insured. We can thus ignore
timing and risk issues for the moment and payoffs can be interpreted as life-time payoffs
with certainty.
Payoffs reflect the monetary value of both economic outcomes (like earnings and
employment opportunities) and non-economic ones (such as intrinsic intellectual satis-
faction, health benefits, and job satisfaction). Payoffs can be different for different types
of individuals. A type will be denoted by θ ∈ R. Although the exact interpretation of
a type does not matter at this stage, it can be useful to think of innate ability, acquired
skills, ambitions, or socio-economic background.
Consider the laissez-faire—except for eventual lump-sum transfers—and suppose
that the only decision to make is to participate or not in higher education. If some-
one with type θ ∈ R chooses not to study, then a private payoff a(θ) results. If the
same individual would decide to study, then an extra private benefit of higher educa-
tion b(θ) is added on top of a(θ), but also the cost of higher education c(θ) has to be
paid. Finally, irrespective of the decision, an individual must pay a lump-sum tax (or
subsidy, if negative) denoted by T (θ). These transfers are purely redistributive, so we
have
´
R T (θ)f(θ)dθ = 0 with f > 0 the density function.
An individual with type θ rationally chooses to study in the laissez-faire if it leads
to a higher payoff, thus if
a(θ) + b(θ)− c(θ)− T (θ) ≥ a(θ)− T (θ),
or equivalently, if
b(θ) ≥ c(θ). (1)
In other words, an individual chooses to study if the private benefit of higher education
exceeds the private cost.
Figure 1 illustrates the participation decision. We assume that the functions a and
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Figure 1: The participation decision
Notes: The figure shows the payoff from enrolling into higher education (b) and the cost of higher ed-
ucation (c), across student types θ. In this framework, all types to the right of θ◦ participate in higher
education.
b strictly increase (a′ > 0 and b′ > 0) with type and that function c strictly decreases
with type (c′ < 0). Although many of the theoretical results (here and later) hold
more generally, these assumptions simplify the analysis and fit rather well with the
different possible interpretations of a type.1 The simplification comes from the fact that
the function b − c strictly increases with type. The equilibrium set of participants is
therefore fully characterized by a unique cutoff type θ◦ satisfying
b(θ◦)− c(θ◦) = 0. (2)
Given that everyone maximizes his or her payoff, the equilibrium cutoff type separates
students (to the right of θ◦) from non-students (to the left of θ◦)
Is there a reason to intervene? Although the size of the social payoff is maximal in
θ◦, its distribution over individuals can still be judged inequitable. The second welfare
theorem states that lump-sum transfers allow to separate size and distribution. A lump-
1For example, a more talented individual will benefit more from participating in higher education (e.g.,
through complementarities between ability and effort in higher education) and will face lower study costs
(e.g., because of no or less delay in study time or lower required study effort). Evidence of higher returns to
education for individuals of higher (cognitive) ability is provided by Harmon et al. (2003) and specifically
for college by Heckman et al. (2011).
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sum transfer is a tax or subsidy of which the amount cannot be changed by changing
behaviour and is therefore non-distortive. If available, then society can indeed redis-
tribute the payoffs in any desirable way without distorting their total size. The best
solution for society is therefore to maximize the average social payoff, which in the
absence of market failures coincides with the average private payoff, so we must verify
whether the equilibrium cutoff type maximizes the average private payoff in society.
For an arbitrary cutoff type θ?, the average private payoff would be equal to2
ˆ
<θ?
(a(θ)− T (θ))f(θ)dθ +
ˆ
≥θ?
(a(θ) + b(θ)− c(θ)− T (θ))f(θ)d(θ).






and differentiating it w.r.t. θ? leads to the first-order condition (b(θ?) − c(θ?)) = 0. In
other words, the optimal set of participants is fully characterized by a unique cutoff type
θ? satisfying
b(θ?)− c(θ?) = 0. (4)
Compare equations (2) and (4). We immediately obtain that θ? = θ◦, i.e., the optimal
set of participants and the equilibrium set coincide. So, there is no reason to intervene
in higher education, at least, if the assumptions are true.
Table 1 summarizes the previous case without failures and sheds a light on the mar-
ket failures and behavioural failures that we will discuss in the next two sections. The
first column circumscribes each failure. The second and third column define the equi-
librium and the optimality functions d◦ and d? that will set the equilibrium and optimal
cutoff types θ◦ and θ?. The fourth column compares the resulting equilibrium and opti-
mal participation levels, defined as P ◦=1-F (θ)◦ and P ?=1-F (θ)?, with F representing
the corresponding distribution function.
If there are no failures, then both functions coincide (d◦ = d? = b − c); as a
consequence, also the cutoff types (θ? = θ◦) and the participation levels (P ◦ = P ?)
coincide. As we will see in the next two sections, the coincidence of the functions d◦ and
d? disappears if we relax certain assumptions. In other words, market and behavioural
2In general, we must optimize over an arbitrary set of participants rather than over an arbitrary cutoff.
The assumptions guarantee however that a non-connected set of participants can never be optimal so that
we may safely focus on an arbitrary cutoff type (here and in the rest of the paper).
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Table 1: Overview of the different failures
d◦(θ) = d?(θ) = Part. gap









- academic peer effects
- peer pressure
Notes: The table shows the equilibrium (d◦) and the optimality (d?) functions that determine the equi-
librium and optimal cutoff types θ◦ and θ?, as well as the expected participation gap (actual participation
versus optimal participation). The results are (for now) only given for the benchmark case in which no
failures occur.
failures will drive a wedge between equilibrium and optimal participation levels.
3 Market failures
Suppose there is no government intervention and students pay the market price of higher
education up-front. The costs and benefits of higher education are uncertain and students
may wish to insure against certain risks. In addition, if the market price is high, talented
but poor students may require a student loan to finance their studies. Finally, the costs
and benefits of higher education depend on the functioning of the education and the
labour market. Each market—the insurance, credit, education, and labour market—can
fail. We discuss uninsurable risks, credit constraints, externalities, and signalling.
3.1 Uninsurable risks
Students do not know the costs and the benefits of higher education for sure. On the
cost side, the yearly expenses in higher education are generally observable, but whether
enrolment leads to a degree and in how many years is unsure. The level of uncertainty
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with respect to the benefits of higher education are likely to be even stronger.3 Income
risk includes uncertainty with respect to future wages, employment opportunities, and
tax legislation. The labor market consequences of graduating from college in a bad
economy, for example, tend to be large, negative and persistent (Kahn, 2010). If students
are risk averse and if these risks are difficult to insure, then an inefficiency arises.
Why are these risks difficult to insure? Shocks to, e.g., earnings and unemployment
during an economic downturn affect the labour market as a whole. A considerable
part of the income risk therefore has a collective component that is difficult to insure
in a private market (Connolly and Munro, 1999). Moreover, insuring graduation risk
could suffer from adverse selection and moral hazard if there is asymmetric information
between insurers and prospective students about success probabilities or exerted effort
in higher education.4 Adverse selection occurs if students with a high (unobservable)
success probability are not willing to insure if they must pay a premium that is based
on the average success probability among students. In this case, the average success
probability decreases, the premium increases, and even more students may leave to
insurance scheme, and so on. Moral hazard occurs if students would exert less effort
once insured against graduation risk. Adverse selection and moral hazard lead to no or
incomplete insurance for a part of the student population.
If some risks cannot be insured by the market, then participation in higher education
may change. The stochastic benefits and costs for an individual with type θ are now
assumed to be
a(θ) + α, a(θ) + b(θ) + β, and c(θ) + γ,
with (α, β, γ) i.i.d. multivariate normal with zero means.5 Individuals maximize ex-
pected utility, denoted by Eu[·], with a constant absolute risk aversion ρ.6
An individual with type θ chooses to study if the expected utility of participation is
higher than the expected utility of non-participation, thus if
Eu [a(θ) + b(θ) + β − (c(θ) + γ)] ≥ Eu [a(θ) + α] ,
3We discuss concrete empirical evidence on misprediction of costs and benefits of higher education in
section 4.1.
4Asymmetric information in insurance markets is first discussed by Arrow (1963) in the context of
medical care.
5Note that β captures the total risk of a+ b (thus, not only of b).
6More precisely, Eu[X(θ)] = u−1
(´
u (x) fθ (x) dx
)
with X(θ) the stochastic payoff of type θ, fθ
the corresponding density function and u : R→ R : x 7→ − 1
ρ
exp (−ρx) the VN-M utility function with
−u′′/u′ = ρ the coefficient of constant absolute risk aversion.
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or, given the assumptions made, if
b(θ) ≥ c(θ) + ρ
2
∆σ, (5)
with ∆σ the risk difference between participation and non-participation, i.e., ∆σ =
(σββ + σγγ − 2σβγ) − σαα with σ denoting (co)variances. In words, an individual
chooses to study if the private benefit of higher education is sufficient to cover the private
cost augmented by a risk premium. The risk premium is equal to half the risk-aversion
coefficient (ρ/2) multiplied by the risk difference ∆σ. If we compare equation (1) with
(5), then the curve b − c in Figure 1 will shift up or down depending on the sign of the
risk premium.
We assume for the moment that individuals are risk averse. The sign of the risk
difference ∆σ will then tell us whether uncertainty causes more or less participation.
It is worth stressing that, irrespective of the impact of uninsurable risk on participation
in higher education, there is always an inefficiency. Even if ∆σ is equal to zero, while
there is clearly no impact on participation, participants and non-participants would both
still benefit from insurance.
It is a priori not obvious whether the risk difference is positive or negative. On the
benefit side, for example, participation in higher education may lead to a higher wage
volatility, but at the same time it may also reduce the risk of unemployment. Meghir
and Pistaferri (2004) state that “the higher returns from increased education come at
the cost of higher earnings risk.” This suggests that σββ > σαα. If the covariance
σβγ is not too high—a priori we expect it to be negative—then the risk difference ∆σ
will be positive. Risk then leads to lower participation. Carneiro et al. (2003) confirm
that less uncertainty leads to more participation. They show that a large part of the
heterogeneity in the rate of return is not predictable at the time of the participation
decision.7 Eliminating uncertainty increases participation. If individuals were to know
all the costs and benefits (including non-pecuniary ones) of higher education for sure,
then 12 percent of those with only high school education would attend college, and 2
percent of college students would not have enrolled.
Up to now, we assumed that individuals are risk averse. Belzil and Leonardi (2007)
study the relation between risk aversion and schooling decisions and identify, by using
a lottery experiment, that about 95% of their respondents, comprised of a sample of
7The authors estimate that knowing ones cognitive type predicts around 30% of the monetary return of
college over high school.
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Italian households, is risk averse. However, they also point to large differences between
individuals. Belzil and Hansen (2004) directly infer risk preferences from schooling
decisions and identify a modest degree of risk aversion. In theory, if the risk difference
∆σ is positive, then individuals with a higher risk aversion should be less likely to
participate in higher education. Belzil and Leonardi (2007) confirm this hypothesis and
show moreover that the explanatory power of risk aversion is substantial, i.e., similar
to that of parental education. Chen et al. (2001) also identifies negative effects of risk
aversion on participation in the United States, but these are smaller in magnitude.8
Insurance can also induce moral hazard, e.g., studying or working less hard if the in-
surer bears the risk. Although there is no direct evidence that insurance provision leads
to moral hazard, there is evidence that study effort and performance vary with changes
in costs or benefits.9 Some studies analyze how student effort reacts to changes in costs.
Garibaldi et al. (2012) demonstrate that, in Italy, a 1000 euro increase in tuition for
delayed years reduces the probability of delayed graduation by 5.2 percentage points,
without changing student performance. Fricke (2013) estimates that an announced in-
crease in tuition for delayed years at a Swiss university, roughly equivalent to 800$,
lead to a 9.7 percentage point increase in graduation for students near the end of their
studies, while their grades remain similar. Other studies estimate the effects of directly
incentivizing students with financial rewards (which effectively changes the benefit side
of the participation decision). The results are rather mixed. In a study conducted at
the University of Amsterdam, Leuven et al. (2010) identify that incentives improve the
performance of high-ability students, but reduce low-ability students’ performance.10
Although the reward was only tied to first-year academic performance, treatment effects
even persisted into later years (including increased dropout for low-ability students).
Angrist et al. (2009) find that financial rewards for high performance bring positive and
persistent results, but only when the rewards were combined with the provision of aca-
demic support services and only for women. Also, students made much stronger use of
support services when they also could receive financial rewards for high performance.
8These findings are not causal, however, and prone to reverse causality.
9We focus on study performance; moral hazard in the labour market will be discussed in Section 5.
Note also that there is no hard evidence for adverse selection.
10The authors suggest that low-ability students are demotivated because the common achievement
threshold is not attainable for them.
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3.2 Credit constraints
Income risk can in turn lead to default risk, i.e., the risk of not being able to repay a
loan that is used to finance higher education. Evidence on default rates shows that they
are substantial and differ by type of institution. Steinerman et al. (2011) report that the
three-year default rate for students that enrolled in 2008 in the United States is equal to
7.6 percent for private non-profit institutions, 10.8 percent for public institutions, and
24.9 percent for private for-profit institutions.
Like income risk, default risk is difficult to insure in a private market. As before,
hidden asymmetric information about the default risk of students may cause adverse
selection (low risk students are driven out of the market by high risk students) and moral
hazard (students exert less work effort to pay back the loan). In addition, students have
little collateral to offer in a non-slave state to secure their loan (Friedman, 1955) and
parents are often reluctant to provide security (Mazzeo, 2007). The lack of insurance
may imply that capital markets do not provide sufficient credit. Especially poor but
otherwise talented students may be financially constrained and refrain from participation
(Gross et al., 2009).
We illustrate how moral hazard can lead to ‘rational’ default on loans, which, if
anticipated by lenders, may result in credit constraints. Suppose a student can borrow
money in a private credit market to finance his study cost c(θ).11 As before, it is rational
for an individual with type θ to study if b(θ) ≥ c(θ), i.e., if the benefit of higher educa-
tion is sufficient to cover the costs. Define θ◦1 the cutoff type who is indifferent between
participating or not, so θ◦1 must satisfy b(θ◦1)− c(θ◦1) = 0.
We follow Lochner and Monge-Naranjo (2011) and use a short-cut to introduce
moral hazard in the model. Suppose there is a default cost, denoted by m(θ) for an
individual with type θ. The default cost increases with type, and thus, also with earnings.
One motivation for this assumption is that default restricts access to further credit, which
is more harmful to richer people. Another is that subsistence incomes are protected
from the lender in many countries. Leaving the labor market leads to an income loss–
the difference between your market income and the subsistence income–but also allows
you not to pay back your loan. The income loss can therefore be considered as the
default cost, which indeed increases with type.
11Study costs refer here to the costs net of financial support from parents. It is natural to assume that
support increases with type, which strengthens the decreasing nature of the cost function by type.
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Figure 2: Credit constraints
Notes: The figure denotes the payoff (b) and the costs (c) of higher education, as well as the cost of default
(m), across student type θ. Zone A indicates students for whom it is rational to participate using a loan,
while zone B indicates students for whom it is rational to default if they take a loan. For types in the
intersection of both zones (between θ◦1 and θ◦2 ), it is rational to participate using a loan and subsequently
default. If lenders anticipate this and constrain credit, participation will reduce to those to the right of θ◦2 .
Default is rational if the default cost is lower than the loan repayment, i.e., if
m(θ) < c(θ),
We define θ◦2 as the cutoff type that is indifferent between default and repayment, satis-
fying m(θ◦2) = c(θ◦2).
If θ◦2 ≤ θ◦1, then those who want to participate (to the right of θ◦1) will never default
on their loan (i.e., are never to the left of θ◦2). Hence, no problem occurs. Figure 2
depicts the alternative case where θ◦2 > θ◦1. In this situation, some individuals with a
type above θ◦1 require a loan to study, but only for those above θ◦2 it is rational to pay it
back. Lenders would make a loss.
If lenders anticipate rational default and if type is private information, then lenders
could constrain credit to c¯ = c(θ◦2) to avoid losses.12 Only individuals with a type above
12Lenders could also increase the interest rate by adding a risk premium. This will increase the total
costs of higher education and therefore participation will decrease. Some of those that previously defaulted
on their loans will now not participate, but additional defaulters are created as well since the default cost
c increases. If the latter outweighs the former, it will further increase interest rates, reduce participation
and increase default. If the former outweighs the latter, default is reduced, but at the expense of lower
participation in higher education.
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θ◦2 can gather sufficient resources to study and lenders do not incur losses anymore.
Moral hazard leads to an inefficiency: the benefits of higher education are larger than
the costs for individuals with types between θ◦1 and θ◦2 , but the credit constraint prevents
them to study.
There is ample empirical evidence on credit constraints. The literature distinguishes
between short-run and long-run constraints. The former refers to a lack of means to di-
rectly finance the costs of higher education. The latter refers to a lack of means to make
investments earlier in life that improve the learning process of the child and therefore
improve his or her future access to and return from participation in higher education.
Research finds strong and increasing correlations between family income and college
attendance in the United States. Carneiro and Heckman (2002) show that the difference
in college attendance between the top half and the bottom quantile of parental family in-
come is around 20% in the 1980s and 30% in the 1990s. But this does not tell us which
type of constraint is mainly responsible for the observed attendance gap. The available
research generally indicates that long-run constraints are dominating. Cameron and
Heckman (2001) show that the effect of income on college attendance is low once we
correct for maternal ability. If maternal ability is a good proxy for long-run family fac-
tors like genetics, early family environment and previous school quality, then long-run
constraints are crucial. Carneiro and Heckman (2002) also compare such conditional
enrolment rates and conclude that at most 8% of the population faces short-run credit
constraints with respect to college enrolment. Duncan and Brooks-Gunn (1997) confirm
that long-run constraints are far more important than short-run credit constraints for col-
lege attendance. The children of wealthy and highly educated parents perform better (by
nature and nurture) at compulsory school, which is a crucial proviso for college access
and success.13 Keane and Wolpin (2001), in contrast, use a structural model and show
that short-term credit constraints do exist and are tight (in the sense that students can-
not finance college costs using uncollateralized loans). Yet, in line with the previous
evidence these constraints turn out to have little effect on college attendance. Their
simulations show that relaxing the constraints mainly affects other choice margins, e.g.,
students work less while in college and consume more.
More recent findings suggest however that the estimates of short-run credit con-
straints are sensitive for several reasons. First, there are indications that constraints have
13Early childhood interventions are effective and efficient to address such long-run constraints; see, e.g.,
Cunha et al. (2006).
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increased over time. Belley and Lochner (2007) use more recent data and show that the
effect of parental income on participation (conditional on ability) is twice as high in the
early 2000’s compared to the 1980’s in the United States. Winter (2014) confirms that
the enrolment gap between children from rich and poor families is widening over time.
This is not caused by tighter borrowing constraints, but rather higher earnings risk over
time which has made especially low- and middle-income parents less inclined to fund
the college participation of their children.
Second, the estimates are very sensitive to the definition of family income. Lochner
and Monge-Naranjo (2011) indicate that the combined effect of income and wealth is
twice as large as the effect of income alone. External financial aid also plays a role. Win-
ter (2014) argues that conditional enrolment rate differences underestimate short-run
constraints. These conditional rates should be higher for children from poor families in
the absence of credit constraints because they receive more financial aid. Additionally,
Hilger (2014) shows that negative parental income shocks just before enrolment have
only a minor impact on participation, as children from poor families receive little col-
lege contributions from their parents anyway and what they lose is offset by increased
financial aid.
Third, credit constraints are different in Europe. Chowdry et al. (2013) find a sub-
stantial enrolment gap between children from rich and poor families in England, but the
gap almost completely disappears after controlling for secondary school achievement
(conditional gaps are 1.0 percentage points for males and 2.1 percentage points for fe-
males). This is not surprising as the private costs of higher education are much lower in
Europe.14 However, if European policies shift further in the direction of increased tu-
ition, then the estimates of credit constraints could move towards those found in United
States. As we will see in Section 6.2, this also depends on whether tuition increases are
supplemented with additional grants and loans.
3.3 Externalities
Up to now, we assumed that the decision to participate in higher education affects only
individual payoffs. This assumption is compromised if the participation decision di-
rectly affects the utility of other individuals in society. If there exist so-called exter-
nalities, then the private and social payoff of participation differs, leading to an ineffi-
14The cohort studied in Chowdry et al. (2013) was eligible for higher education just before the major
reforms and increased tuition rates that were introduced in the United Kingdom from 2006 onwards.
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ciency.15
Positive externalities in higher education could occur if graduation increases the
productivity of all individuals in society (Lucas, 1988). Graduates can also accelerate
economic growth via learning-by-doing, technological diffusion, and innovation (Ar-
row, 1962; Nelson and Phelps, 1966; Romer, 1993). Also non-market externalities may
exist for society in terms of, e.g., crime, public health, the environment, and social co-
hesion. If positive externalities exist, then there will be too little participation in higher
education from a societal point of view.
To see this, suppose an individual with type θ has an external effect e(θ) on everyone
else in society in case he would study and graduate. The total externality is measured by
E =
´
≥θ◦ e(θ)f(θ)dθ, with θ
◦ the equilibrium cutoff type. If we add E on both sides
of equation (1), then the participation decision remains unchanged and the equilibrium
cutoff is again defined by equation (2), i.e., b(θ◦)− c(θ◦) = 0.
The equilibrium participation level will not be efficient however. For an arbitrary
cutoff type θ? the average social outcome is equal to
ˆ
<θ?
(a(θ) + E − T (θ))f(θ)dθ +
ˆ
≥θ?
(a(θ) + b(θ) + E − c(θ)− T (θ))f(θ)dθ.





(b(θ) + e(θ)− c(θ))f(θ)dθ.
Differentation leads to the first-order condition b(θ?) + e(θ?) − c(θ?) = 0. In words,
an individual with type θ should study from a social point of view if the social benefit
of higher education—the private benefit b(θ) augmented by the external effect e(θ)—
exceeds the private cost c(θ). If external effects are positive, then indeed too little
participation results. Coming back to Figure 1, the external benefit e would be added
to the private benefit b, creating a (social) benefit function b+e that would lie above b.
The efficient optimum θ? would then lie to the left of the equilibrium θ◦; because the
individual does not take his or her external effect on others into account when making a
participation decision, too little participation results.
Macro-economic studies claim that the average educational attainment of a country
has positive effects on macro-economic performance over and above the enhancement of
15Peer interactions are similar to externalities and will be introduced in Section 4.
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individual productivity. Sianesi and Reenen (2003) review the evidence and conclude
that there is some justification for this hypothesis, but that the estimates are likely to
grossly overstate the true effects. Krueger and Lindahl (2001) argue that estimates of
the effect of education on growth rely on restrictions that are rejected by the data. Their
results especially cast doubt on the added value of higher education. This view is largely
shared by Lange and Topel (2006), who state that the evidence on large social returns of
education is mixed, and that the private benefits outweigh the spillovers by far. Moretti
(2004) takes a different approach by looking at productivities at the plant level. He finds
that less educated workers are more productive in locations with more highly educated
workers. There is little evidence whether pecuniary spillover effects differ by type of
post-secondary education. Murphy et al. (1991) identify a positive correlation between
growth and the share of engineering majors in a country, while the correlation with the
share of legal majors is negative. More precisely, an increase in the share of engineering
majors of 10% (which would double the current share) would have increased the 1970-
1985 growth rate by 0.5%. However, these results are based on small samples and
border on statistical significance.
There is also empirical evidence linking education to non-pecuniary spillovers on
public health, crime, pollution, and social cohesion; see McMahon (2004) for an overview
of macro-economic evidence. Recent studies have shown that those links are often
causal. Heckman et al. (2011) demonstrate that attending college leads to a higher prob-
ability of voting and higher trust. Other studies also find an impact of education on voter
turn-out, but these effects tend to be lower in Europe than in the United States (Milli-
gan et al. (2004), Dee (2004), Siedler (2010)). Lochner and Moretti (2004) and Machin
et al. (2011) show that compulsory schooling law changes lead to lower crime rates in
both the United States and the United Kingdom. Furthermore, spillover effects can also
be intergenerational. Currie and Moretti (2003) use variation in college proximity as an
instrument and find that parental education also has an intergenerational effect on infant
health. Holmlund et al. (2011) use twin and adoptee data as well as policy reforms in
Scandinavia and the United States to show that more educated parents ‘produce’ more
educated children. The causal estimates indicate an increase of child’s educational at-
tainment of 0.1 years for every extra year of schooling for the parent. Recent evidence
from Sweden has identified intergenerational effects in educational attainment across
four generations (Lindahl et al., 2012). This study finds that the effect of the educa-
tional attainment of grandparents and great-grandparents is two to three times larger
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than the effect predicted by the correlations from one generation to the next.16 In other
words, grandparents have an independent transmission effect on the completed years of
education of their grandchildren.
3.4 Signalling
The view that higher education can signal productivity, besides enhancing it, has been
raised first by Arrow (1973) and Spence (1973). We distinguish between the strong
and the weak signalling hypothesis depending on whether higher education only signals
productivity (strong) or whether it both signals and enhances productivity (weak).17 To
explain the inefficiency, let us focus for the moment on the strong hypothesis. Suppose
that employers do not observe individual productivities, a case of asymmetric informa-
tion. Signalling occurs if high productivity individuals can communicate their unob-
served productivity to employers in a credible way, i.e., such that low productivity types
will not mimic their behaviour. Costly investment in higher education offers a plausible
signal. Yet, signalling only transfers income from low to high productivity individuals
and the signal itself is costly without enhancing productivity (in the strong hypothesis).
Signalling leads therefore to too much participation from a societal point of view.
To show the result more generally, suppose from now on that the weak signalling
hypothesis holds: higher education enhances earnings as before, but it can also be used
to credibly signal unobservable ability. The average social outcome is equal to equation
(3). So, from a societal point of view, the efficient cutoff θ? uniquely satisfies b(θ?) −
c(θ?) = 0.
The presence of asymmetric information in the labour market will lead to inefficien-
cies. If employers cannot observe individual types (productivities), they can only differ-
entiate wages between graduates and non-graduates. Suppose that employers correctly
anticipate the average productivity of non-graduates and graduates. Rational expecta-
tions in a competitive labour market imply that the difference in wages will reflect the
difference in average productivities, being
∆w(θ◦) = E[a(θ) + b(θ)|θ ≥ θ◦]− E[a(θ)|θ < θ◦], (6)
16For example, the direct transmission coefficient from great-grandparents equals 0.145, while multiply-
ing the three transmission coefficients from one generation to the next gives a coefficient of 0.05.
17Higher education may increase productivity by direct learning, but also by sorting individuals (Stiglitz,
1975). For example, if one individual has a comparative advantage in engineering and another in brain
surgery, then society gains by putting the right person in the right place.
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given the equilibrium cutoff type θ◦ andE[·] the (conditional) expectation.18 For clarity,
note that the function ∆w is a function of the equilibrium cutoff type and is thus the
same for all types. For later use, also note that the function ∆w is not necessarily
strictly increasing, but must lie everywhere strictly above the function b.19
An individual with type θ that correctly anticipates the level of participation will
study if the resulting wage difference ∆w(θ◦) exceeds the cost of higher education
c(θ). Because ∆w is not necessarily strictly increasing in θ◦, several equilibria may
occur. Each equilibrium cutoff must satisfy
∆w(θ◦) = c(θ◦). (7)
Take an arbitrary equilibrium cutoff θ◦. Because we have seen before that the wage
difference ∆w(θ◦) is larger than the benefit b(θ◦), equation (7) implies b(θ◦)− c(θ◦) <
0. As the efficient cutoff θ? solves b(θ?) − c(θ?) = 0, we have b(θ◦) − c(θ◦) <
b(θ?) − c(θ?) and each equilibrium cutoff θ◦ must lie below the efficient cutoff θ?.
Hence, signalling always leads to too much participation from a societal point of view.
Figure 3 illustrates the function ∆w. Because ∆w is not strictly increasing, multiple
equilibria exist to the left of the optimal cutoff in this specific example.
Until now, we analyzed participation in higher education as a signal for ability and
ambition. Studying longer can be interpreted in a similar way. Master and advanced
master programs can be used to differentiate oneself from bachelor and master students.
Loosely speaking, the longer one studies, the more signalling inefficiencies are cumu-
lated, and the more reason there is to intervene. This could be an argument to differ-
entiate tuition between bachelors, masters, and advanced masters programs. The same
is true for similar courses at different universities. Course contents can be exactly the
same, but fee differences imply that the more expensive program can be used to signal
ability/ambition. Thus, signalling can give market power to universities allowing them
to charge higher fees for the same quality of education. To put it differently, Bertrand
competition between universities may raise tuition if signalling is part of the game.





f(θ)dθ for some set S ⊆ R.




Notes: The figure denotes the benefits (b) and costs (c) of education, across student type θ, as well as the
wage differential from attending higher education (∆w), across the cutoff type θ◦.
It is unlikely that earnings payoffs through education are all about signalling.20 But
the rejection of the strong signalling hypothesis does not tell us that signalling cannot
occur. The early literature has used several strategies to test for the presence of sig-
nalling. For example, Layard and Psacharopoulos (1974) started a long-running debate
on whether obtaining a degree (a ‘sheepskin’) has an effect on earnings over and above
the effect of the number of years in education. This would be the case if credentials
signal desirable traits like perseverance to employers. Overall, the early and recent ev-
idence turns out to be mixed and varies over estimation strategies and countries; see
Sessions and Brown (2005) for a comprehensive overview. Sheepskin effects have been
found in the United States (Hungerford and Solon, 1987; Belman and Heywood, 1991;
Jaeger and Page, 1996) and New Zealand (Gibson, 2000). However, multiple other stud-
ies contradict these conclusions. Patrinos (1996) and Griffin and Cox Edwards (1993)
do not find evidence of sheepskin effects for Guatemala and Brazil, respectively.
Natural experiments are better equipped to obtain valid estimates of the presence of
signalling in the presence of endogenous schooling decisions. Lang and Kropp (1986)
20Direct causal evidence of a productivity effect of education is scarce as it is difficult to disentangle
signalling and productivity empirically. A large bulk of indirect evidence exists. For example, Oosterbeek
(1992); Groot and Oosterbeek (1992) show that extra years of education caused by delay or without achiev-
ing a degree still lead to significant returns in the labour market. This evidence is in line with productivity
theory and opposed to signalling.
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and Chevalier et al. (2004) use changes in compulsory schooling laws to test for the
presence of signalling in the United States and the United Kingdom. If signalling were
prevalent, one would expect these reforms to increase educational attainment throughout
the distribution. Low-ability individuals experience a compulsory increase in their com-
pleted years of schooling, requiring high-ability individuals to distinguish themselves
again. The two studies obtain opposite results: the evidence in the United States is
consistent with the signalling hypothesis (enrolment rates for unaffected age groups in-
creased), while the signalling hypothesis is rejected for the United Kingdom. One possi-
ble reason is that the tuition differences in the United Kingdom are smaller and therefore
less prone to signalling compared to the United States. Finally, Bedard (2001) finds that
local labour markets without university have lower dropout rates at high school. This is
consistent with signalling, but not with human capital theory. If there is no university,
then low ability students have an extra incentive to complete high school because com-
pletion makes their educational credentials indistinguishable from high-ability students
who are constrained in entering college.
4 Behavioural failures
Up to now we assumed that individuals behave like a homo economicus, a decision-
maker that rationally weighs the costs and benefits of each action before choosing the
best one. Research in behavioral economics analyzes how individuals make decisions
in real-world settings and has flourished over the past decades; see, e.g., Rabin (1998,
2002) and DellaVigna (2009) for and overview. It shows that the homo psychologicus,
with bounded rationality, bounded will-power, and subject to social interactions, often
provides a better description of decision-making. The participation decision made by
students and their parents is probably no exception.
First, individuals may mispredict the costs, benefits, and probabilities that are rel-
evant to the participation decision. Besides providing empirical facts about mispre-
diction, we also discuss plausible mechanisms such as a simple lack of information,
complexity of application, and psychological mechanisms. Second, individuals do not
make decisions in isolation. Individual decisions influence the decisions of others, for
example through social status and conformity. Such effects are labeled as ‘social inter-
actions’. Both mispredictions and social interactions can lead to inefficiencies as the
actual decisions do not necessarily promote the societies’ best interests.
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Before proceeding we stress that caution is needed for at least three reasons (Camerer
et al., 2003). First, behavioural economics is still in its infancy, especially in higher ed-
ucation. A rare overview of behavioral economics in an educational context is provided
by Jabbar (2011). Some experimental results need further exploration and experimen-
tation; and some of the behavioural mechanisms that can explain these facts are spec-
ulative at this stage. Second, it is not always clear whether behavioural failures are
truly failures. Individuals often identify themselves with ‘wrong’ choices. Therefore,
government intervention must often balance between libertarianism (respecting ‘wrong’
choices if individuals identify themselves with these choices) and paternalism (correct-
ing ‘wrong’ choices, even if individuals identify with these choices). Third, behavioural
mistakes are far from universal. Policies should try to remove irrational choices, while
safeguarding as much as possible the choices made by rational individuals.
4.1 Misprediction
A rational participation decision requires knowledge of expected costs and benefits. But
the evidence shows that mispredictions occur. We first show the evidence and discuss
the consequences for participation behaviour. We then discuss several mechanisms that
could possibly explain misprediction.
4.1.1 Facts about misprediction
Research shows that students tend to overestimate the costs of higher education. Stu-
dents and parents in the United States have an upwardly biased estimate of college costs,
especially for public education (Horn et al., 2003). Grodsky and Jones (2007) identify
an average overestimation of 75% of the true yearly tuition fee.
Benefits, on the other hand, are more likely to be underestimated. A study on Cana-
dian students shows that they underestimate the annual income differential between high
school and university graduates (Usher, 2005). Students are also largely unaware of fi-
nancial aid, and this applies even stronger to those who are eligible (Chan and Cochrane,
2008). They often assume incorrectly that their family income is too high or that good
grades are required to be eligible (Matus-Grossman and Gooden, 2002; Zarate and Pa-
chon, 2006).
Suppose that bˆ(θ) and cˆ(θ) are predictions of benefits and costs of higher education.
An individual with type θ will study if the predicted benefit bˆ(θ) outweighs the predicted
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cost cˆ(θ); while he should study, from an efficiency point of view, if the true benefit
b(θ) is larger than the true cost c(θ). The evidence tells us that the benefits of higher
education are underestimated and the costs are overestimated; i.e., bˆ − cˆ < b − c . In
relation to Figure 1, this means that the predicted net benefit curve lies below the true
one and therefore too little participation will result (since, θ◦>θ?).
Misprediction of costs and benefits could be associated with parental background.
Horn et al. (2003), for example, report that the probability that parents accurately es-
timate tuition fees is associated with information exchange between parents. If social
networks are stronger for socio-economically advantaged groups, more and better infor-
mation might lead to a more reliable prediction for those families. The association be-
tween misprediction and parental background appears complicated. Grodsky and Jones
(2007) show that ethnic minorities and parents with low income overestimate yearly
tuition fees with the same percentage as the rest of the population, but they are less
likely to provide an estimate of college costs altogether. Moreover, the variance of their
estimates is significantly larger. Hence, there is some evidence that misprediction dis-
proportionably affects those from weaker family backgrounds.
4.1.2 Plausible mechanisms
To design appropriate policies to counteract misprediction, it is crucial to understand
where it comes from. Is it a lack of information? Is complexity of application pro-
cedures, combined with bounded rationality, part of the problem? Or are there deeper
psychological mechanisms at play?
If misprediction is simply a matter of information, then the appropriate policy would
follow immediately: provide the correct information. However, the available evidence
suggests that providing students and their families with more accurate information does
not necessarily solve the problem. Avery (2010) shows that providing counseling in
the application process has little or no effect on the quality of the applications and that
a large share of students did not follow up on the counselor’s advice on colleges that
appeared the best matches. Bettinger et al. (2012) show that providing students with
help in the application for students aid is only effective when the provided information
is combined with help in completing the application. An ‘information only’ treatment
had no effect on the number of applications, college attendance, and persistence.
Even if all information is available, bounded rationality may also cause too little
participation. In the context of welfare benefits, Kleven and Kopczuk (2008) show that
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program complexity can explain incomplete take-up. As students often report that the
complexity of students aid programs discourages them from applying, it is likely that
the same mechanism applies. Dynarski and Scott-Clayton (2006) argue that reducing
complexity in the application process for student aid would lead to a more efficient and
more equitable allocation. Another instance of bounded rationality is related to col-
lege application. Pallais (2015) exploits a reduction in the costs of sending score report
cards for the ACT, a college entrance exam, to prospective colleges to assess student
applications. A very small cost reduction (students got the fourth score report for free,
while it used to cost 6$) had a strong impact on the number of applications sent and
is likely to increase the chance of entering (selective) colleges. This behavior is incon-
sistent with traditional economic theory, as the returns of sending the extra application,
which greatly increases the chance of attending selective colleges, are large. Providing
students with three free score reports in the initial situation likely ‘primed’ them to send
exactly three applications.
Finally, there could also be psychological reasons underlying misprediction. We dis-
cuss three deviations from standard economic theory as described by DellaVigna (2009):
non-standard (time and risk) preferences, non-standard beliefs (overconfidence), and
non-standard decision-making (framing).
Non-standard time preferences, e.g., a preference for immediate over delayed utility,
is one possible explanation for misprediction; see Harrison et al. (2002) for evidence.
Higher education is an investment with immediate monetary and non-monetary costs,
and delayed benefits. Overweighting the current costs and underweighting the future
benefits can reduce participation in higher education. Individuals then fail to do in the
short term what is optimal for them in the long-run.
Non-standard risk preferences can also play a role. Kahneman and Tversky (1979)
argue that individuals tend to be risk averse for gains w.r.t. a reference situation and
risk loving for losses. Page (2005) proposes this argument in the context of education,
where aspiration levels could operate as reference points. If the education level of one’s
parents is the relevant reference, then education is a gain for individuals with low edu-
cated parents, and a loss for individuals with high educated parents, resulting in too low
participation for the former group and too high participation for the latter group. Page et
al. (2007) show experimental evidence that framing of reference points as either gains
or losses affects choices, although this study does not show whether aspiration levels
indeed serve as reference points in an educational setting.
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Additionally, non-standard beliefs, e.g., overconfidence, may occur. Students, espe-
cially low performers, tend to overestimate their skills. Grimes (2002) and Nowell and
Alston (2007) find both that students with lower GPA’s exhibit a higher degree of over-
estimation of their actual performance. If overconfidence implies that low performing
students also overestimate their probability of success in higher education, then overcon-
fidence goes against the evidence on misprediction: it should lead to an overestimation
of expected benefits and an underestimation of expected costs.
Finally, framing can provide an explanation for some of the mispredictions. The
presentation of the choice options can matter, even if the choices are otherwise equiva-
lent. For example, tuition and grants are paid and received at approximately the same
time. A combination of high tuition and high grants can be made financially equivalent
to a combination of low tuition and low grants. But if tuition (the sticker price) is a more
salient feature, then too much weight is put on tuition relative to grants, and the second
combination leads to more participation.
The evidence on framing effects in higher education is mixed. Heller (1997) finds
some evidence that students in the United States have distinctive responses towards
changes in tuition, grants, loans, and work studies. More specifically, enrolment is more
sensitive to changes in tuition than to changes in financial aid. Within the latter group,
changes in grants have stronger effects than changes in loans or work studies. These
results are not fully consistent across studies and opposite findings are relatively fre-
quent. Falch and Oosterbeek (2011) review the evidence in Europe and conclude that
responses towards aid and tuitions have similar elasticities. One plausible reason is that
aid is more universal and less complex in Europe compared to the United States. In
addition, there is substantial heterogeneity in sensitivity to framing. Heller (1997) iden-
tifies higher sensitivities for low-income students and students in community colleges.
In addition, framing sensitivity is also higher for individuals with lower cognitive abil-
ity; see, Peters et al. (2006). This is suggestive evidence that framing could be (partly)
the result of bounded rationality. Still, it is not exclusive to those with relatively lower
cognitive ability. Avery and Hoxby (2004) find similar ‘irrational’ responses to framing
for a selected group of high-aptitude students. Only those high-aptitude students with
parents that had high income and attended selective colleges in the past behaved in a
way that is consistent with economic theory.
Other framing effects like loan aversion imply that credit take-up by students is
lower if credit is explicitly labelled as a loan, ceteris paribus. Caetano et al. (2011)
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finds, in an experimental setting among Latin-American students, that individuals shy
away from offered contracts that involve loans. They also show that this effect mainly
operates through labelling; participants behave more rational when the choice is framed
as a ‘human capital contract’ that is financially equivalent. Johnson and Montmarquette
(2011), on the other hand, find little evidence of debt aversion in a study among Cana-
dian students.
4.2 Social interactions
In Section 2 we assumed that the participation decision of an individual does not affect
other individuals in society. Externalities, discussed in Section 3, were a first counterex-
ample. Note however that externalities directly influence the payoff of other individu-
als, but do not influence their participation decisions. In other words, the externalities
as defined in Section 3 do not lead to interactions. Social interactions occur if the par-
ticipation decisions of some individuals influence the decisions of other individuals.
As a consequence, they may also influence the well-being of others and inefficiencies
may result. We discuss interactions caused by positional goods and peer interactions.
Peer interactions can follow from interactions in production (academic peer effects) and
preferences (peer pressure).
4.2.1 Positional goods
Suppose that individuals derive utility from social status. Social status is typically de-
fined on the basis of the position that individuals occupy in society. The proportion
of non-graduates and graduates contains information about your position. In case you
graduate, the proportion of non-graduates indicates the (minimal) number of individuals
with an inferior type. Similarly, in case you do not graduate, the proportion of graduates
can be interpreted as the (minimal) number of individuals with a superior type. We show
that if individuals strive for social status, then too much participation results.
Suppose individuals receive a social status gain upon graduation, i.e., an extra ben-
efit that linearly increases with the proportion of non-graduates in society. Recall that
P ◦=1-F (θ)◦. The social status gain is then equal to s(1 − P ◦), with s > 0 measuring
the importance of social status. In the same vein, suppose that non-graduates experi-
ence a status loss that increases with the proportion of graduates, i.e., the loss is equal to
−sP ◦. If individuals correctly anticipate the proportion of graduates, then an individual
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with type θ will study if
a(θ) + b(θ) + s(1− P ◦)− c(θ) ≥ a(θ)− sP ◦,
or equivalently, if
b(θ) + s ≥ c(θ).
The resulting cutoff type θ◦ is defined by b(θ◦) + s− c(θ◦) = 0.
But this result cannot be optimal. Note that social status is (deliberately) modelled
as a zero-sum game: the total payoff for graduates P ◦ × s(1− P ◦) is exactly offset by
the total loss to non-graduates (1 − P ◦) × (−sP ◦). The average outcome in society
is thus the same as in equation (3) and the efficient cutoff θ? must satisfy equation
(4). Given s > 0, we must have θ◦ < θ? and social status leads indeed to too much
participation. Applied to Figure 1, b now represents the social benefit curve which lies
below the private benefit curve faced by the individual (b+s). The resulting equilibrium
will therefore lie to the left of θ?.
There is empirical evidence that people value the social status effect of higher edu-
cation. Solnick and Hemenway (2005) and Solnick et al. (2007) analyze the extent to
which different goods are positional, i.e., whether the utility derived from specific goods
depends on the consumption level of others. Their survey data show that education also
exhibits a relatively high degree of positionality. In addition, there is abundant evidence
in the happiness literature that income is a positional good. Happiness increases with
personal income, but decreases with reference income such as past personal income or
mean income in society (Clark et al., 2008). Because higher income can be obtained via
higher education, the positionality of income may indirectly lead to too much participa-
tion in higher education.
Finally, if jobs depend positionally on education levels, then lower skilled workers
would be replaced by higher skilled workers during recessions (the so-called crowding-
out hypothesis). The evidence is mixed. For the Netherlands, Teulings and Koopman-
schap (1989) support the crowding-out hypothesis, while Gautier et al. (2002) reject it.
Pollmann-Schult (2005) finds evidence in West Germany that the competition between
low and high skilled workers for low-skilled jobs increases during recessions. A recent
study by Beaudry et al. (2013) indicates that high-skilled workers have pushed low-
skilled workers down the occupational ladder in the United States since around the year
2000.
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4.2.2 Academic peer effects
Academic peer effects are spillover effects in the production of knowledge. They arise if
learning in higher education depends on the quality of one’s peers in higher education.
As human capital raises earnings, such peer quality ultimately affects the monetary
payoffs from higher education as well. Peer effects are conceptually very similar to
externalities. Individuals at the participation margin can gain from participation, but
have a negative effect on all existing participants as participation reduces average peer
quality. Hence, if individuals do not take this effect into account, then peer effects lead
to too much participation.21
We interpret type as quality. We suppose that the benefit of higher education depends
on your own quality θ, as before, but also on the average quality of your peers, being
E[θ|θ ≥ θ◦] with θ◦ the equilibrium cutoff. With slight abuse of notation, we write the
benefit of higher education now as b(θ,E[θ|θ ≥ θ◦]), with b differentiable and strictly
increasing. Let b˜(θ◦) = b(θ◦, E[θ|θ ≥ θ◦]) and note that b˜ strictly increases with θ◦.
If individuals correctly anticipate the equilibrium cutoff, then an individual with type θ
will study if
a(θ) + b(θ,E[θ|θ ≥ θ◦])− c(θ) ≥ a(θ),
leading to a unique equilibrium cutoff type θ◦ satisfying
b˜(θ◦)− c(θ◦) = 0. (8)





(b(θ,E[θ|θ ≥ θ?])− c(θ))f(θ)dθ.
The first-order condition is
(b˜(θ?)− c(θ?))f(θ?)− p(θ?) = 0,
21We assume that students cannot sort according to ability, say, there is only one higher education insti-
tution such that higher quality students cannot leave for another institution if too much lower quality peers
enter. Although no mobility is clearly unrealistic, the main conclusion does not change if one relaxes this
assumption. Increases in participation will then lead to resorting at all levels and thereby lower average












The first term (b˜(θ?) − c(θ?))f(θ?) is the net benefit of participation at the margin,
while the second term−p(θ?) captures the total negative effect of the increase in partic-
ipation at the margin on all current participants because average peer quality decreases.
The first-order condition implies that the first term b˜(θ?) − c(θ?) is strictly positive.
Combined with equation (8), we get
b˜(θ?)− c(θ?) > b˜(θ◦)− c(θ◦).
Because b˜ − c is strictly increasing, we obtain θ? > θ◦. So, academic peer effects
indeed imply inefficiently high participation. The situation is essentially the opposite of
the externality case; there is a negative impact on other individuals that is not taken into
account in the participation decision.
Empirical research on academic peer effects in higher education is limited.22 The
quality of college roommates is found to have a positive effect on academic performance
(Sacerdote, 2001; Winston and Zimmerman, 2004; Sacerdote, 2011), but these effects
are very modest in magnitude. The intensity of the interaction plays a role, however. A
unique experiment at an air force academy shows that peer effects are larger if peers eat,
study, and work together in small and isolated groups (Carrell et al., 2009). A follow-up
study underlines the complex dynamics behind peer effects in higher education. Carrell
et al. (2013) use the findings of the initial study to experimentally construct peer groups
to maximize the outcomes of low-ability peers at the air force academy. However, the
program produced opposite results: the formation of homogeneous subgroups within
each peer group led to decreases in the performance of low-ability peers.
There also exists recent evidence from randomized experiments in the Netherlands
on peer effects at the university level. Booij et al. (2015) find that low-ability students
benefit from sorting, while high-ability students are unaffected. The result is driven by
a negative impact of the standard deviation in quality on low-ability students. Feld and
Zölitz (2014) find a very low positive effect of the average GPA, which is relatively
strongest for low-ability students. Grades are higher when there are less students at
both extremes of the ability distribution. Hence, both studies indicate that there can be
22There is no direct evidence of the role of academic peer effects in the decision to participate in higher
education, hence we mainly focus on peer effects in relation to achievement.
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a negative impact from having more students of very high ability. A recent study from
Luppino and Sander (2015) suggests that the more competitive nature of higher educa-
tion might explain such results. They find that attending a campus with higher quality
peers in science studies reduces the chance of obtaining a science degree, lowers GPA,
and decreases graduation rates. On the other hand, while Feld and Zölitz (2014) finds
that the addition of students from the low end of the ability distribution is harmful, the
findings from Booij et al. (2015) indicate that the addition of another low-ability student
can have benefits for other low-ability students, which would go against the theoretical
assumption that we made before that marginal increases in participation provide a ‘neg-
ative externality’ through peer quality. However, more evidence on such effects at the
higher education level is needed.
4.2.3 Peer pressure
Peer interactions may also result from peer pressure; choices of peers that directly in-
fluence utility. For example, conformity within groups of high school students can play
a role in the decision to participate in higher education. If conformity is a behavioural
failure—i.e., if individuals regret later in life that they did conform as adolescents—then
intervention can be justified.
Conformity in higher education arises if the willingness to participate increases with
the proportion of individuals of your social group that participates (and vice-versa for
non-participation). We model conformity by adding an extra payoff, say pi > 0, if the
choice of an individual turns out to be a majority choice within his or her social group.23
The other payoff functions (a, b, and c) remain the same and, in particular, they do not
differ among social groups. However, the distribution of ability types can be different
among the different groups. Social groups will be indexed by i and are exogenous for
ease of exposition.
Let 1[·] be a dummy indicator that equals 1 if the statement between brackets is true
(and zero otherwise) and let Pi=1-F (θ)i be the proportion of participants in social group
i. An individual of social group i with type θ will choose to study if
a(θ) + b(θ) + pi.1[P ◦i ≥ 0.5]− c(θ) ≥ a(θ) + pi.1[P ◦i < 0.5],
23Conformity and identity are related to each other. Identity can be modelled as the loss in utility if one
deviates from the social group ideal; see Akerlof and Kranton (2000). If the group ideal is endogenously
defined by the majority choice in the group, then conformity and identity coincide.
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Figure 4: Peer pressure
Notes: The figure denotes the benefit (b) and costs (c) of higher education, as well as alternative benefit
functions where we either assume a positive or a negative additional payoff (pi) depending on whether
participation conforms with the majority decision of the peer group or not. These payoffs are depicted
across student type θ. θmL represents the median ability level of a social group with relatively low ability.
or equivalently, if
b(θ)− c(θ) + pi{1[P ◦i ≥ 0.5]− 1[P ◦i < 0.5]} ≥ 0.
Figure 4 plots four curves, the original benefit (b) and cost (c) functions, as well as
two alternative benefit functions b± pi.
The efficient cutoff for each social group is the same and satisfies b(θ?)−c(θ?) = 0.
The two cutoffs θ◦1 and θ◦2 satisfy b(θ◦1)− c(θ◦1)−pi = 0 and b(θ◦2)− c(θ◦2) +pi = 0 and
are potential equilibrium cutoffs.
Consider an arbitrary social group i and call θmi the median ability, defined by
Fi(θ
m
i ) = 0.5. In Figure 4, we consider a social group with a low median ability,
being θmL < θ
◦
1. Think of high school students at the end of secondary education sorted
in a weak track. We show that θ◦1 cannot be an equilibrium outcome. If individuals in
the weak group anticipate a majority that chooses to study, then 1[P ◦i ≥ 0.5]− 1[P ◦i <
0.5] = 1 and indeed θ◦1 would result. But the anticipation turns out to be false, because
the resulting participation rate is equal to 1−F (θ◦1), which is smaller than 0.5 (because
θmL < θ
◦




We conclude that conformity in weak social groups leads to too little participation
(compare θ◦2 with θ?). Following the same reasoning, it is easy to show that conformity
in social groups with a high median ability (θ◦2 < θmH ) leads to too much participation
because now θ◦1 is the self-fulfilling equilibrium cutoff that lies to the left of θ?. For
groups with intermediate ability (θ◦1 < θmI < θ
◦
2), both under- and overparticipation can
occur, leading to an inefficiency in both cases.
There is empirical evidence that conformity in secondary education can hinder aca-
demic preparation for college. Gaviria and Raphael (2001) identify peer-group influ-
ences for school dropout. An increase in the mean dropout among peers by 1% is
associated with a 0.16% increase in individual dropout probability and this effect is ro-
bust across a wide range of specifications. ‘Acting white,’ a phenomenon that refers to
the fact that good study ethics are socially undesirable in some minority youth cultures,
serves as another potential mechanism. Fryer and Torelli (2010) present a rare empir-
ical study on this topic. They find that in-group status monotonically increases with
academic performance for white students. For black and especially Hispanic students,
this positive relationship reverses above a certain threshold. It implies that too much
diligence at school may lead to expulsion from the social group. The fear of expulsion
and identity loss may lead to underperformance in high school, and, as a consequence,
students could be insufficiently prepared to start in higher education.
Conformity also occurs in higher education. Research shows that peer pressure
is important for social outcomes such as drinking, smoking, substance use, and crime
among students.24 There is little evidence however of the influence of peer pressure on
decisions in higher education. Stinebrickner and Stinebrickner (2008) show that college
roommates that bring video games have a negative impact on grades, because they lower
study effort. Italian evidence shows that one additional classroom peer who chooses
economics over business increases the chance of others also choosing economics as
a major by 1 percentage point (De Giorgi et al., 2009). As a consequence, students
might not always choose the major that best reflects their academic ability or individual
preferences.
24For example, Sacerdote (2011) indicates that having a roommate in college who smokes increases the
chance of smoking by around 5 to 10 percentage points. Estimates are even larger for binge drinking.
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5 First-best failures
5.1 From first-best to second-best
The failures discussed in previous sections lead to inefficiencies. Except for uninsur-
able risks, these inefficiencies are reflected in differences between the equilibrium and
the optimal participation level in higher education. Table 2 provides an overview of the
different failures. For each failure we mention how the equilibrium and optimal cutoff
types θ◦ and θ? are defined and indicate the predicted consequences for the correspond-
ing equilibrium and optimal participation levels P ◦ = 1− F (θ◦) and P ? = 1− F (θ?).
Table 2: Overview of the different failures
d◦(θ) = d?(θ) = Part. gap
No failures b(θ)− c(θ) b(θ)− c(θ) P ◦ = P ?
Market failures
- uninsurable risk b(θ)− c(θ)− ρ
2
∆σ b(θ)− c(θ) P ◦ < P ?
- credit constraints min{b(θ)− c(θ),m(θ)− c(θ)} b(θ)− c(θ) P ◦ < P ?
- externalities b(θ)− c(θ) b(θ) + e(θ)− c(θ) P ◦ < P ?
- signalling ∆w(θ)− c(θ) b(θ)− c(θ) P ◦ > P ?
Behavioural failures
- misprediction bˆ(θ)− cˆ(θ) b(θ)− c(θ) P ◦ < P ?
- positional goods b(θ) + s− c(θ) b(θ)− c(θ) P ◦ > P ?
- academic peer effects b˜(θ)− c(θ) b˜(θ)− c(θ)− p(θ) P ◦ > P ?
- peer pressure b(θ)− c(θ)± pi b(θ)− c(θ) both
Notes: The table shows the equilibrium (d◦) and the optimality (d?) functions that determine the equi-
librium and optimal cutoff types θ◦ and θ?, as well as the expected participation gap (actual participation
versus optimal participation). These results are given for the benchmark case with no failures as well as
the different cases where either market or behavioral failures occur.
In a first-best world, policy makers are able to use lump-sum transfers. A lump-sum
transfer is a tax (or subsidy) that is non-distortive because the tax amount cannot be
changed by changing behaviour. If lump-sum transfers were available, then the second
fundamental welfare theorem tells us that efficiency and equity issues can be separated.
A simple solution to the market failures presented in Table 2 is to provide a partici-
pation subsidy (or tax) equal to d?(θ?) − d◦(θ?).25 It will shift the equilibrium cutoff
θ◦ towards the optimal cutoff θ?. Non-distortive lump-sum transfers can be used to
25In case of uncertainty, it is better to offer insurance directly.
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raise the necesary funds for the subsidy and to deal with distributional issues if deemed
necessary.
The availability of lump-sum transfers presupposes that the individual types θ are
observable. This is an unrealistic assumption. In case of education and earnings, a
type reflects intelligence and diligence which are both private information. Therefore,
second-best policies, e.g., subsidizing education financed by taxes on earnings, have to
be used in reality. This raises new issues.
5.2 Education subsidies and redistribution as “Siamese twins”
Education and redistribution policies are connected in several ways. In the words of
Bovenberg and Jacobs (2005), “Redistribution and education subsidies are Siamese
twins.” As a consequence, education and redistribution policies should not be designed
in isolation. We postpone the optimal joint design of education and redistribution poli-
cies to section 6. In this section, we prepare the discussion and focus on three new
issues: the distortive effect of subsidies and taxes, the possible existence of (so-called)
fiscal externalities, and the regressivity of education subsidies.
5.2.1 The distortive effect of education subsidies and redistribution on participa-
tion
Taxes on labour income can distort the participation decision (Trostel, 1993), but sub-
sidizing higher education encourages participation and may therefore counteract the
previous distortion (Trostel, 1996; Bovenberg and Jacobs, 2005). To see this, consider a
simple linear tax and subsidy scheme in a one-period model without uncertainty; we
will discuss some extensions—tax-deductible costs, uncertainty, non-linear taxation,
and capital income taxation—later on. Labour income taxation consists of a lump-sum
tax T and a proportional tax rate τ applied to (ex-post) gross income y(θ), being either
a(θ) or a(θ) + b(θ). The education subsidy scheme consists of a lump-sum S and a
proportional subsidy rate ς applied to the cost of education c(θ).26
An individual with type θ will participate in higher education if
−T + (1− τ)(a(θ) + b(θ)) + S − (1− ς)c(θ) ≥ −T + (1− τ)a(θ),
26Benefits and costs of higher education are assumed to be monetary here and thus taxable. Note that




b(θ) + (ςc(θ) + S − τb(θ)) ≥ c(θ).
Let θ◦ be the type that is indifferent between participating or not; thus, the cutoff type
θ° implicitly satisfies
b(θ◦) + (ςc(θ◦) + S − τb(θ◦)) = c(θ◦). (9)
The change in participation P ◦ = 1 − F (θ◦) for a small change in the different policy
instruments X = S, T, ς, τ is given by ∂P
◦




















(1− τ)b′(θ◦)− (1− ς)c′(θ◦) > 0, (13)
(assuming ς, τ < 1). Hence, participation decreases with the tax rate, but increases with
the different subsidy instruments; the lump-sum income tax has no effect on participa-
tion. In other words, whereas the tax on labour income discourages participation, the
subsidy on education encourages it and counteracts therefore the effect of taxation.
In addition, the different distortions may interact (Bovenberg and Jacobs, 2005). For
example, the educational subsidy S may be less distortive, the higher the tax rate τ . The












If the sign is positive, then education subsidies are more effective at higher levels of
taxation. Although a positive sign can be derived under reasonable assumptions, we do
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not provide further details here.27 The main message is simply that subsidies and tax
rates may interact in complicated ways.
There exist several extensions in the literature that are worth discussing. First,
Boskin (1975) and Heckman (1976) argue that taxes do not necessarily discourage in-
vestment in human capital, if costs are made tax-deductible. To see this, suppose that
educational costs are not subsidized, but made completely tax-deductible, then an indi-
vidual with type θ will participate if
−T + (1− τ)(a(θ) + b(θ)− c(θ)) ≥ −T + (1− τ)a(θ),
which reduces indeed to equation (1) again. Note that this argument holds only if taxes
are linear and the educational costs in c are purely monetary.
Second, if there is uncertainty that cannot be insured, then the income tax rate will
provide insurance against income risk (Levhari and Weiss, 1974; Eaton and Rosen,




b(θ◦)− ρ(1− τ)(σ2β − σ2α)
(1− τ)b′(θ◦)− (1− ς)c′(θ◦) ,
with ρ the coefficient of (constant) absolute risk aversion and σ2β − σ2α the difference
in income risk between participants and non-participants.28 So, if individuals are risk
averse and if participants face a higher income risk compared to non-participants, then
the negative impact of taxation on participation will indeed be lower and can even be-
come positive.
Third, allowing for progressivity in tax rates may lead to different outcomes. Trostel
(1993) already emphasizes that the negative impacts of taxation will be more substantial
when we assume progressive taxation. Heckman et al. (2008) find that moving from a
progressive to a flax tax rate would increase enrolment by 19 percentage points in the
United States. Holter (2014) finds that introducing the progressivity of the Danish tax
system in the United States would decrease enrolment by 8 percentage points. Although
substantial, both simulations do not include the general equilibrium effect of enrolment
27If the benefit of higher education increases concavely with type (b′′ < 0) and if the cost of higher
education decreases convexly (c′′ > 0), then the cross-derivative ∂
2θ°
∂S∂τ
is always negative (proof is in
appendix). So if f ′(θ°) ≥ 0 (e.g., in case of a uniform distribution or if more than half of the population





28We derive this result in equation (24) of the appendix, with η = 0.
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on wages. Heckman et al. (1998) show that the net impact on enrolment becomes neg-
ligible once general equilibrium effects are included.
Fourth, capital income taxation discourages investment in financial assets, but makes
investment in human capital relatively more interesting. Jacobs and Bovenberg (2010)
consider a two-period life cycle model to allow for the cumulation of different assets,
human and financial, over time. Because labour income taxation encourages individuals
to replace human by financial assets, capital income taxation counteracts this replace-
ment and can therefore be a useful supplement to labour taxation as well.
5.2.2 Fiscal ’externalities’
Taxes on labour income may be distortive, but they can also lower the budgetary cost
of subsidizing higher education. Subsidies are clearly a cost for society, but, as they
encourage participation in higher education, they also lead to higher earnings and thus
to higher tax revenues. Because increasing subsidies to higher education never makes
someone worse off directly, they can even turn out to be Pareto improving if these ex-
tra subsidies do not reduce tax revenues (Findeisen and Sachs, 2014a). Some authors
call the tax revenue effect caused by subsidizing higher education a fiscal externality.
Although there is no real externality here, we will stick to this term later on.29
To derive the effect of subsidies on tax revenues, consider again the linear tax and
subsidy scheme.30 The per-capita tax revenue is equal to
R = T + τ a¯+
ˆ
≥θ°
(τb(θ)− S − ςc(θ))f(θ)dθ,
with a¯ =
´
a(θ)f(θ)dθ and θ◦ the cutoff type as defined before. A marginal change







− [(S + ςc(θ◦))∂P
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∂S







− [(S + ςc(θ◦))∂P
◦
∂ς
+ c¯◦P ◦], (16)
29An externality in the classical sense could still occur, if there are different government layers such that
the subsidies of one layer affect the revenues of another layer.
30For ease of exposition, we neglect the distortive effect of taxes and subsidies on labour and education









educational cost of participants in higher education.
In words, given a positive tax rate on labour income, increasing subsidies on higher
education will be Pareto improving if the marginal increase in tax revenues through in-
creased participation (the first term in each equation) exceeds the marginal cost of the
subsidy (the second term between squared brackets). The marginal cost of the subsidy
consists of two parts: providing the full subsidy to the new participants (the first part
within the squared brackets) and providing the marginal subsidy to the existing partic-
ipants (the second part).31 These formulas have to be evaluated at the margin. Hence,
because lower ability types have both lower benefits (b) and higher costs (c), a Pareto
improvement is less likely to happen at higher levels of subsidization.
Some recent papers have tried to quantify the magnitude of fiscal externalities. Find-
eisen and Sachs (2014a) estimate that a one dollar increase in subsidies to higher ed-
ucation in the United States increases future discounted tax revenues with at least 0.7
dollars on average and up to 1.65 dollars if targeted to children of low income parents.
Holter (2014) finds that applying the Danish subsidy scheme to the United States would
lead to an increase in net tax revenues in a partial equilibrium setting. Lawson (2015)
shows that the fiscal externalities of increasing financial aid in the United States are large
enough to generate a Pareto improvement. Although robust to many specifications, this
result is very sensitive to general equilibrium and spillover effects.
5.2.3 Education subsidies can be regressive
The use of general taxes on labour income to subsidize higher education can be regres-
sive. The reasoning is that those who do not participate in higher education have a
lower average lifetime income and thereby co-finance the education of ‘richer’ partic-
ipants. Interestingly, this concern has been raised as an objection against subsidizing
education from general taxation both by those left (Marx, 1875) and right (Friedman,
1955) of the political spectrum.32 To see this, we must introduce a more general welfare
approach encompassing efficiency and equity.
Letw(θ) denote the welfare weight attached to an individual with type θ and assume
without loss of generality that these weights add up to one, i.e., w¯ =
´
w(θ)f(θ)dθ = 1.
31The cost of the subsidy is overestimated from a welfare point of view, because the subsidy also benefits
students and is not wasted. This will become more clear in Section 6.
32Marx focuses on basic, rather than higher education.
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Efficiency requires the weight function w to be positive everywhere (w > 0), while
equity imposes higher weights for individuals with lower types as they will have a lower
income (w′ < 0). Let u(θ) be the utility of an individual with type θ and denote average
utility by u¯ =
´





The decomposition shows that welfare can be written as the sum of an efficiency term
(the average utility) and an equity term (the covariance between weights and utilities).
In particular, equity goes up if those with a higher welfare weight would obtain a higher
utility.
The simplest way to see that subsidizing education can be inequitable is to increase






be the average weight of participants in higher education. We show in the appendix that
subsidizing higher education decreases equity if 1 − w¯◦ > 0; i.e. if the welfare benefit
of one euro spent exceeds the cost of 1 euro. This condition is always true given the
assumptions w¯ = 1 and w′ < 0.
Although obvious in a simple setting where everybody pays a tax T to finance a
subsidy S for the better off only, it becomes less obvious in general. For example, one
could think of increasing subsidies for higher education in a selective way, e.g., for those
around the participation margin, and financing the subsidy by progressively increasing
the taxes for the rich only. Our overview of the empirical results reflect this general
complexity.
There is an on-going debate on the possible regressivity of educational subsidies.
The first empirical studies on the topic take a cross-sectional point of view, meaning that
they address the distributional impact of subsidies and taxes on the income of parents of
prospective students. Hansen and Weisbrod (1969) show that educational subsidies are
regressive in the Californian higher education system. Pechman (1970) contests the the-
sis and initiates the so-called Hansen-Weisbrod-Pechman debate. In his overview of the
empirical literature, Barbaro (2006) concludes that regressivity is far from clear. More
recent studies consider the distributional impact of educational subsidies in a longitu-
dinal view, i.e., looking at lifecycle earnings of graduates and non-graduates. Gruske
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(1994) and Johnson (1984) find a regressive impact in Germany and a neutral or mildly
progressive impact in the United States, respectively.
Besides the complexity of the research question itself, general equilibrium and non-
linear spillover effects may also play a role in the ambiguous findings of the empirical
literature. General equilibrium effects occur if subsidies to higher education lead to a
relatively higher supply of skilled workers and a lower college premium in equilibrium.
Because they imply more equal wages between skilled and unskilled workers, general
equilibrium effects may counteract the alleged regressivity of education subsidies (John-
son, 1984). Similarly, if graduates have positive wage spillover effects that affect the
wages of non-graduates more than the wages of other graduates, then again more equal
wages between skilled and unskilled workers may result, reducing the regressive nature
of subsidies. We discuss both effects in more detail.
There is clear evidence that participation in higher education produces general equi-
librium effects. Several authors provide evidence that the significant rise in the college
premium in the 1980s can be largely attributed to a sharp deceleration in the relative
supply of college workers; see, e.g., Autor et al. (2008). Heckman et al. (1998) show
that the effects of tuition subsidies on enrolment as well as earnings inequality are al-
most completely offset by general equilibrium effects. On the other hand, Lee (2005)
finds that such effects are present but relatively minor; the identified impact of a 1%
increase in tuition on enrolment are 1.27% and 1.05% in the partial and general equilib-
rium case, respectively.33 Acemoglu (1998) illustrates that long-run general equilibrium
effects can be very different from short-run general equilibrium effects. Increases in the
supply of skilled labour induces directed skill-biased technological change, which can
offset short-term decreases in the college wage premium.
There is also some empirical evidence for non-linear spill-over effects. Moretti
(2004) reports evidence that a one percentage point increase in the labour force share
of college graduates in a metropolitan area raises wages of high-school dropouts by
1.9%, those of high school graduates by 1.6%, and those of college graduates by 0.4%.
Ciccone and Peri (2006) provide a contrasting view, arguing that standard methods can
mistakenly identify general equilibrium effects resulting from the change in the relative
supply of high-skilled workers for externalities. Correcting for the labour force skill
composition leads to estimates that are lower and not statistically significant. However,
33Lee (2005) provides some explanations for the difference between his findings and those of Heckman
et al. (1998). Most prominently, the model in Lee (2005) allows for those that take up extra education as a
result of the subsidy to remain in the low-skilled sector.
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the estimates from Ciccone and Peri (2006) are relatively imprecise. In fact, the level
of precision would not have identified the estimates of Moretti (2004) as statistically
significant either.
6 Optimal education and redistribution policies
Section 5 reminds us that, without lump-sum transfers, there are no easy solutions to
remedy the market and behavioural failures discussed in Sections 3 and 4. In particular,
education and redistribution policies turn out to be closely linked and should therefore
not be dealt with separately. In this final section we focus on the optimal joint design
of education and redistribution policies. First, we analyze the classical case, i.e., the
optimal design of subsidies to higher education financed by general earnings taxation.
Afterwards, we discuss the potential role of innovative financing modes like income-
contingent loans and graduate taxes.
6.1 Education subsidies paid by earnings taxes
For reasons of tractability, we cannot model all failures that we introduced before. For
simplicity, we assume that each ability type θ has a net effect on society equal to e(θ).
Recall Table 2. The net effect is best interpreted as the sum of the different relevant
market and behavioural failures that drive a positive or negative wedge between what is
individually optimal and socially desirable.34 addition, we add uncertainty and incom-
plete insurance to the model. These are essential features of the participation decision
in higher education that cannot be captured by the overall net effect.35
To explain the basic intuition, we consider first linear tax and subsidy schemes;
non-linear schemes will be discussed later on. As before, the participation decision is
explicitly modelled and the distortions of labour taxes and education subsidies on par-
ticipation are therefore automatically included. To capture also the distortions on labour
and study effort, we follow Alesina and Giuliano (2009) and assume that distortions are
quadratic in the tax and subsidy rate, i.e., 12dττ
2 and 12dςς
2, with dτ and dς measuring
the magnitude of the distortion.36 Both terms are expressed in per-capita revenue, so,
they will directly enter the budget constraint of the social planner as a budgetary cost.
34We assume the net effect to be increasing (e′ > 0), but not necessarily positive.
35We assume a constant coefficient of absolute risk aversion ρ > 0.
36See, e.g., Saez et al. (2012) for a recent review of the literature on the (distortive) impact of earnings
taxation on taxable income.
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We use the same welfare approach as before, but, because uncertainty is present,
we replace the utility of each type by its expected utility. So, efficiency (w > 0) will
now also guarantee that insurance will be approved of, while equity (w′ < 0) allows for
solidarity from individuals with better life-time prospects to those with worse prospects.
Three first-order conditions are obtained (for S, τ , and ς), while the budget con-
straint fixes the poll tax (T ). The appendix provides all derivations.37 We discuss the
interpretation of each first-order condition in detail later on.
The different instruments serve different purposes. The lump-sum educational sub-
sidy S is used only to guarantee an optimal participation level in higher education from
a societal point of view, i.e., taking the net effect of participants on society (e) and eq-
uity aspects (via w) into account. The tax rate τ and the subsidy rate ς redistribute
either earnings or study costs from individuals with better life-time prospects to individ-
uals with worse life-time prospects. In addition, the tax rate and subsidy rate will also
partially insure workers against income risk (captured by α and β as before) or partici-
pants against study cost risk (captured by γ), respectively. Although the role of the tax
and subsidy rates τ and ς is more extensive compared to the lump-sum subsidy S, note
also that they come at a higher cost because they do not only distort the participation
decision, but also labour and study effort.
6.1.1 The lump-sum educational subsidy S









+ w¯◦P ◦, (18)
with ∂R∂S the fiscal revenue effect described by equation (15). So, the welfare effect is
equal to the pure fiscal revenue effect augmented by two additional terms. The first
additional term is the (positive or negative) net effect of the new participants on societal
welfare. To understand the second additional term, note that the welfare cost of one
euro subsidy to all existing participants is less than one euro: it is equal to one minus the
average welfare weight of the current participants. Because only the pure cost aspect is
captured by the fiscal revenue effect ∂R∂S the second additional term has to be interpreted
as a welfare correction because subsidies to existing participants are not pure waste.
37In the appendix we also add a graduate tax rate η to be discussed later on in section 6.2. So, the results
mentioned here in section 6.1 are derived by setting η = 0.
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If there are no net effects on society (e = 0) and if the planner is Rawlsian (w¯° = 0),
then the additional terms are zero and welfare maximization coincides with revenue
maximization. In all other cases, the welfare effect is likely to be larger than the pure
revenue effect (if one assumes e > 0).
The welfare effect in equation (18) can be used in at least three ways. First, in terms
of marginal reform, subsidies should be set higher if the welfare effect is positive at the
margin and vice-versa. Second, in terms of optimal design, the optimum requires the
marginal welfare effect to be zero, i.e., at the optimum θ? we must have







using equations (9) and (15). The left-hand side of equation (19) is the net social benefit
of participation at the margin, while the right-hand side is the ratio of the welfare effect
of a subsidy to existing participants and the semi-elasticity (the percentage change in
participation caused by a small change in subsidy). The optimal participation level
mixes therefore equity and efficiency considerations. If only efficiency matters (w → 1





+∞), then the right-hand side becomes zero. The subsidy S should then be set to
guarantee the first-best optimal level of participation (such that e(θ?) + b(θ?)− c(θ?) =
0). If equity matters and if the elasticity is less than perfectly elastic, then the right-hand
side is positive and there will be less participation in second-best compared to first-best.
Third, if one assumes a welfare-maximizing planner, then equation (19) must hold
and each component of the formula can be derived from knowledge of the other com-
ponents. The inverse optimum exercise, first introduced in Ahmad and Stern (1984)
for indirect taxation, derives the implicit welfare weight structure, but it could also be
interesting to retrieve, for example, the implicit net effect at the margin.
6.1.2 The earnings tax rate τ






= net redistributive payoff + insurance payoff − cost of distortion.
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The net redistributive payoff is equal to
net redistributive payoff = −cov(w, y)− (1− w¯◦)P ◦b(θ◦) > 0. (20)
The first part is the pure redistributive payoff of income taxation. It is equal to the
marginal increase in equity which is, in our model, measured by the covariance between
weights and gross incomes, being
cov(w, y) =
ˆ
(w(θ)− w¯)(y(θ)− y¯)f(θ)dθ < 0,
with y(θ) the ex-post gross income (either a(θ) or a(θ) + b(θ)). The second part is
the welfare cost of distorting participation in higher education.38 More precisely, it is
defined as the welfare cost (captured by 1 − w¯◦) to restore the participation distortion
caused by the tax rate by exactly countersubsidizing all participants in higher education
(a proportion P ◦ ) with a subsidy S = b(θ◦). Although not immediately clear from
the terms in equation (20), the net redistributive payoff is positive (as shown in the
appendix).
The insurance payoff is the value of the decrease in income risk caused by taxation,
i.e.,
insurance payoff = ρ(1− τ)σ2y > 0,
with ρ the inequality aversion parameter, 1 − τ the change in income risk caused by
taxation, and σ2y = (1− P ◦)σ2α + P ◦σ2β the ex-post gross income risk.
Finally, both payoffs are counteracted by the marginal cost of taxation which is
simply equal to
cost of distortion = dττ > 0.
In the absence of equity motives (w → 1), there is only an insurance payoff and a
marginal welfare cost of distorting labour. The tax rate will then be in between no in-
surance (τ → 0) and full insurance (τ → 1) depending on whether the cost of distortion
is very high (dτ →∞) or negligeable (dτ → 0).
38We subtract the welfare cost of the distortion here, rather than adding it to the cost of the distortion
later on. Although the latter may seem more logical at first sight, our choice will turn out to be useful later
on to sign unambiguously the (net) redistributive payoff of the subsidy rate in section 6.1.3.
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6.1.3 The educational subsidy rate ς
The welfare effect of the subsidy rate ς , conditional on an optimal lump-sum subsidy





= net redistributive payoff + insurance payoff − cost of distortion,
but the terms are different.
The net redistributive payoff of the subsidy rate is
net redistributive payoff = cov(w, z) + (1− w¯◦)P ◦c(θ◦) > 0.
The first part is again the equity increase of the subsidy rate, now measured by the




with z(θ) the ex-post study cost (either 0 or c(θ)). The second part is the welfare gain
of distorting participation. To see this, note that slightly increasing the subsidy rate
encourages participation, so we can now lower the subsidy S with an amount c(θ°) for
all participants (a proportion P ◦ of the population) to restore participation. Thus, there
is now a welfare gain equal to (1 − w¯◦)P ◦c(θ◦) to be added. Again we show in the
appendix that the net redistributive payoff is positive.
The insurance payoff depends on the inequality aversion ρ, the change in study risk
1− ς , and the study risk itself P ◦σ2γ and is equal to
insurance payoff = ρ(1− ς)P ◦σ2γ > 0.
Finally, the cost of the distorting study effort is
cost of distortion = dςς > 0.
In the absence of equity motives (w → 1), the insurance motive again leads to
a degree of insurance in between no insurance (ς → 0) and full insurance (ς → 1)
depending on whether the cost of the distortion dς is high (dς →∞ ) or low (dς → 0).
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6.2 Income-contingent loans and graduate taxes
Up to now we have discussed loans and general taxation as two possible ways to fi-
nance the cost of higher education. But there exist alternative financing schemes such as
income-contingent loans and graduate taxes. We compare the different financing modes
along several dimensions and look at the consequences of these differences for some of
the problems that we discussed before. We also characterize an optimal graduate tax
and conclude with a discussion of real-world applications.
6.2.1 Financing modes and financing features
Loans (LOA) and general taxation (GET) are different in several aspects: (1) a tax
is paid by everyone in society, while a loan is paid by the students only, (2) a tax is
compulsory, while a loan is contracted on a voluntary basis, (3) a tax payment depends
on your future income, while a loan installment is fixed, and (4) the total tax is not
capped from above, while a loan is, i.e. you never pay back more than the cost of higher
education (including interest).39
Alternative financing schemes have been advocated in the literature, most promi-
nently, income-contingent loan (ICLs) and graduate taxes (GRTs).40 The nature of each
scheme is a combination of the properties of both the classical loan and the general tax.
First, ICLs and GRTs have in common with a general tax that the repayment depends on
future income: if income is low in some particular period, the required periodic repay-
ment is temporarily lower and vice-versa for when income is high. Second, ICLs and
GRTs have in common with a loan that mainly students, not society, pay back the costs
of higher education. ICLs and GRTs also exhibit some differences. GRTs (like general
taxes) are compulsory and not capped, while ICLs (like loans) are not compulsory and
capped.41
Table 3 summarizes the different financing modes (in rows) and their properties (in
columns). The last column indicates how the default risk—the risk that a student pays
back less than the incurred cost of higher education over the lifetime—is treated. It can
39The legal status of a tax and a loan is different as well, which can be relevant when, for example,
students move abroad after graduation. We do not discuss this aspect here.
40See e.g. Barr (2001); Palacios (2004); Chapman (2006) for extensive overviews. The term ‘graduate
tax’ is slightly misleading, because it does not require graduation. ‘Participation tax’ or ‘study tax’ would
be more accurate, as it is usually conceived as a tax on study credits.
41This is how the literature generally characterizes these schemes, although one could theoretically also
imagine a GRT that is made voluntary and/or capped as well.
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be shared by everyone in society, or it can be pooled, e.g., by student cohort.42 In case
of a risk-sharing arrangement, the cost of default is borne by everyone in society and
we write therefore ’(mainly) students’ in the first column, as students do not exclusively
pay the costs of higher education in this case.
Table 3: Overview of the different financing modes
who pays compulsory income-dependent capped default risk
GET all taxpayers yes yes no shared
GRT (mainly) students yes yes no shared/pooled
LOA (mainly) students no no yes shared/pooled
ICL (mainly) students no yes yes shared/pooled
Notes: GET = general tax, GRT = graduate tax, LOA = loan, and ICL = income-contingent loan
To illustrate a stylized version of ICLs and GRTs, we assume for simplicity that
the cost of higher education is the same for all students and that the income in each
repayment period is constant over the lifetime (but not necessarily the same for dif-
ferent students). Figure 5 shows the required lifetime repayment (vertical axis) as a
function of lifetime income (horizontal axis) for a linear graduate tax scheme and an
income-contingent loan.43 The cost of higher education for a certain type of individ-
ual is indicated on the vertical axis. The corresponding dotted horizontal line can be
interpreted as the required lifetime repayment under a classical loan.44
Because ICL’s are capped, the maximum cost is either equal to the cost of higher
education (in case of a risk-sharing income contingent loan, denoted rs-ICL) or some-
what higher (in case of a risk-pooling income contingent loan, denoted rp-ICL) to cover
the cost of default. GRTs are not capped, but according to the same logic the tax rate
of a risk-pooling GRT must be higher than the tax rate of a risk-sharing GRT to cover
the default costs. Because the total revenues raised by the GRT and ICL scheme (for
the same default risk arrangement) in Figure 5 are kept the same, the tax rate of a GRT
scheme will be initially lower than the repayment rate of an ICL, but higher afterwards
42A classical loan can be risk-sharing, e.g., if provided or guaranteed by the government.
43Although irrelevant to compare the different schemes in theory, notice that most ICLs in practice do
not require repayment if your income falls below a certain threshold.
44We implicitly assume that either the loan repayment is guaranteed by the government or the loan is
provided by the government and is of the risk-sharing type.
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Figure 5: Repayments under different financing schemes
Notes: The figure shows the required lifetime repayment of the costs of higher education as a function of
lifetime income, separately for a general tax (GET), classical loan (LOA), income-contingent loan (ICL)
and graduate tax (GRT). For the ICL and the GRT, we distinguish within each scheme between risk-sharing
(rs) and risk-pooling (rp) arrangements.
when the repayment rate of an ICL drops to zero. As a matter of comparison, we also
indicate the linear tax rate of a general tax (GET) scheme by a dotted line. Because
everyone in society contributes, the general tax rate will be lower than the graduate tax
rates.45
6.2.2 Consequences of the different financing features
The features of the different financing modes have consequences for some of the prob-
lems that we discussed before. We look at the features of ICLs and GRTs and link them
to insurance and consumption smoothing, moral hazard, adverse selection, participation
and redistribution, and fairness.
Income dependence allows for insurance (ex-ante) and consumption smoothing (ex-
post); see Chapman (2006). First, income dependence is a common feature of ICLs and
GRTs for low income levels. Because default is mainly a problem of low income, this
common feature offers insurance against default risk from an ex-ante point of view.46
45Note that this refers here to the share of the general tax income that is used to finance higher education.
46Default is expected to be lower for GRTs compared to ICLs, because the tax rate of a GRT is initially
lower than the repayment rates of ICLs.
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Second, if we compare a capped ICL scheme with an uncapped GRT scheme (for the
same default risk arrangement) in Figure 5, then it should be clear that low income
students pay back more in the ICL scheme while high income students pay back less. As
such, the distribution of disposable incomes—incomes minus repayments—of students
will be more compressed under a GRT compared to an ICL; see Garcia-Penalosa and
Wälde (2000). A GRT scheme offers therefore more insurance against income risk from
an ex-ante point of view. Third, income dependence leads to consumption smoothing
from an ex-post point of view, because disposable incomes will be more balanced over
the lifetime of a student. Similarly, GRTs lead to a more compressed distribution of
disposable incomes for individuals over time, and thus more consumption smoothing
compared to ICLs.
An immediate drawback of income dependence is a higher potential for moral haz-
ard (especially compared to loans) because it could induce students to choose jobs with
lower labour hours or lower effort after their studies; see, e.g., Nerlove (1975). For
example, Feldman (1976) conducts a range of simulations and finds that allowing for
moral hazard in the context of an ICL reduces the labour supply (measured in weeks
worked) of medical specialists by 6.6%. Even if moral hazard is a feature of all income-
dependent schemes, ICLs and GRTs may be less vulnerable compared to GETs. Find-
eisen and Sachs (2014b) show that if labour supply elasticities also depend on education
levels, then ICLs and GRTs can raise the same tax revenues with less distortions com-
pared to GETs, because the former allow for differentiation of tax rates for individuals
with different levels of education.
ICLs are not compulsory and can therefore be vulnerable to adverse selection if they
pool the default risk. The Yale Plan, a risk-pooling ICL that was introduced at Yale Uni-
versity in 1972, offers a clear example; see Nerlove (1975). Adverse selection led to an
unexpectedly high initial default rate, which in turn led to substantial increases in the re-
payments of students that remained in the scheme. This induced some of those students
to avoid repaying as well, which further increased repayments. Eventually, the scheme
was abandoned. Although the impact of adverse selection can be self-destructive, it is
not always the case. Del Rey and Racionero (2014) show that, under specific conditions,
a risk-pooling ICL can in theory be sustainable without coercion.
The impact of financing schemes on participation, especially of disadvantaged groups
in society, is a politically sensitive issue in many societies. We discuss therefore par-
ticipation here, although we like to stress that more participation should not necessarily
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be interpreted as better from a welfare point of view.47 We have seen in section 3.1
that the participation decision under uncertainty depends on the expected net benefits
of higher education, the variance of net benefits as a measure of risk, and the level of
risk aversion. The expected costs under a GRT scheme will be rather similar to the ex-
pected costs under an ICL, ceteris paribus.48 A GRT scheme offers more insurance than
an ICL scheme, because the variance of disposable incomes is likely to be smaller un-
der a GRT. Taken together, GRTs would lead to more participation compared to ICLs.
The comparison between risk-sharing and risk-pooling schemes is more complicated
because risk-sharing leads to lower expected costs for students, but also higher vari-
ances in disposable income, ceteris paribus. If students are sufficiently risk averse, then
participation will be higher under risk-pooling and vice-versa (Del Rey and Racionero,
2010). Risk aversion also plays a role when comparing GRTs and ICLs to general tax-
ation (GET). The tax rate is lower under a GET scheme, which implies lower expected
costs, but also less insurance. Again, if students are sufficiently risk averse, then partic-
ipation can be higher under GRTs and ICLs compared to GETs and vice-versa (Del Rey
and Racionero, 2010).
Lower expected costs for students may lead to higher participation in higher educa-
tion, but also to a less progressive distribution of income over the life cycle. Indeed, the
lower the expected costs for students, the more the non-students have to contribute to the
financing of higher education. Because non-students are likely to be poorer on average
over their lifetime, lower costs for students result in a less progressive redistribution of
income over the lifetime. For example, risk-sharing schemes have lower expected costs
for students and can thus be expected to be more perverse compared to risk-pooling;
see, e.g., Garcia-Penalosa and Wälde (2000).
With respect to fairness, ICLs and a GRTs provide more equal opportunities (espe-
cially compared to classical loans) by alleviating credit constraints. If we compare ICLs
and GRTs, some claim that a GRT is less fair than an ICL, because the total (ex-post) re-
payment may (greatly) exceed the incurred cost of higher education and can potentially
also be far above the obtained return (Chapman, 2006). This is labeled by Barr (2001)
as the ‘Mick Jagger problem.’49
47See Del Rey and Racionero (2010) for a comparison of the participation level under the different
financing schemes relative to the efficient participation level.
48If the impact of moral hazard is similar and if everyone participates in non-compulsory schemes
(ICLs), then the budget constraint implies the same expected cost under both ICLs and GRTs.
49It refers to the lead singer of the Rolling Stones who briefly studied at LSE and who would have
therefore faced massive repayments under a graduate tax.
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6.2.3 An optimal graduate tax
Up to now we have discussed the features of alternative financing modes and their im-
plications. Because adverse selection is a potential problem of ICLs, we focus here on
graduate taxes.50 The crucial question is the following: suppose that society can already
tax earnings (via T and τ ) and subsidize higher education (via S and ς), can a graduate
tax further enhance welfare?
Before discussing the results, we want to clarify some details of the welfare prob-
lem. First, graduate tax revenues will be used to cover the subsidies to higher education,
rather than the full costs. Covering full costs of higher education is a special case of
subsidization (choosing S = 0 and ς = 1), so, the specification we use is more flexible
from a welfare point of view. Second, we start with a simple linear graduate tax scheme
here and we will discuss more general non-linear tax schemes later on. Because there
is already a lump-sum subsidy S to higher education, it does not make sense to also
introduce a lump-sum graduate tax. A linear graduate tax scheme consists therefore
only of a graduate tax rate, denoted by η. Third, we must clarify whether the graduate
tax scheme will be risk-sharing or risk-pooling. If the graduate tax is risk-pooling, then
two separate budget constraints have to be met: a graduate tax constraint requiring that
the graduate tax revenues (raised via η and net of its distortion costs like default) cover
the subsidies to higher education (spent via S and ς and including the distortion costs
of ς) and an earnings tax constraint requiring that the earnings tax revenues (raised via
T and τ and net of the distortion costs of τ ) are non-negative. If the graduate tax is
risk-sharing, then the same two budget constraints have to be met, but the distortion
cost of the graduate tax shifts from the graduate tax constraint to the earnings tax con-
straint. Because two separate budget constraints are always less flexible and thus more
constraining compared to the corresponding joint budget constraint—all tax revenues
(raised via T , τ , and η) must cover all subsidies (spent via S and ς)—we obtain im-
mediately that risk-pooling and risk-sharing schemes are welfare inferior compared to
adding the joint budget constraint to the welfare maximization problem.
We analyze a planner that maximizes welfare using earnings taxes (T and τ ), subsi-
dies (S and ς), and a graduate tax rate (η) as instruments and subject to the joint budget
constraint. The role of S, T , τ , and ς is the same as before. The role of the graduate tax
50One could think of compulsory ICLs. Besides unnatural to think of a compulsory loan from a legal
point of view, it should also be clear from Figure 5 that a non-linear graduate tax can mimick a compulsory
ICL.
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rate is similar to the role of the earnings tax rate. Given an optimal lump-sum subsidy





= net redistributive payoff + insurance payoff − cost of distortion,
but in contrast to the optimal earnings tax rate (see Section 6.1.2), the (net) redistributive
payoff and the insurance payoff are among graduates only. To put it differently, the
graduate tax rate regulates additional redistribution and insurance among graduates.
Although linear graduate tax schemes can further enhance welfare, this is not true
anymore if we allow for non-linear tax schemes in our model. Because the marginal cost
of distortion is zero at the laisser-faire, we must have τ?, η? > 0 at the optimum. Recall
also that there will be a cutoff type θ? that separates graduates from non-graduates at the
optimum. As a consequence, the tax rate for all individuals with a lower type (and thus
lower earnings) will be τ?, while those with a higher type face a tax rate τ? + η?. The
combination of a linear earnings tax and a graduate tax scheme can therefore be exactly
mimicked by a progressive piece-wise linear earnings tax scheme (and no graduate tax
scheme).
If we allow tax schemes to be non-linear, then graduate tax schemes are superfluous
in our model. Yet, we must stress that the following three assumptions are crucial: (1)
there are no framing effects, in particular, the salience of income taxes and graduate
taxes is the same, (2) there exists an income level that separates graduates and non-
graduates, (3) the graduate tax rate cannot depend on the study cost. While there is little
evidence to support or falsify the first assumption, the second and third assumption do
not hold for sure. Hence, a graduate tax can better target the repayment of study costs to
participants and avoids therefore the perverse redistributive effects of general taxation.
6.2.4 Real-world applications
There are no real-world examples of graduates taxes, but there exist several past and
present examples of income-contingent loans. Most of the existing schemes today are
risk-sharing ICLs; see Chapman (2006) for an overview.51 The empirical literature on
the implications of these schemes is still thin as most schemes are implemented rela-
51Besides the terminated Yale Plan, there currently exists a risk-pooling ICL scheme in Hungary; see
Berlinger (2009) for details.
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tively recently. The existing evidence suggests that ICLs do not have adverse impacts
on the participation levels of disadvantaged groups, relative to schemes with lower stu-
dent contributions. Andrews (1999) finds that the proportion of low-income students in
Australian higher education did not change after strong reductions in the generosity of
the financing scheme in 1997. Chapman and Ryan (2002) find that participation rates
did not decrease for students from any family wealth subgroup, and neither the intro-
duction of the ICL nor the strong changes in 1997 led to changes in the socio-economic
mix of participants in higher education. Dearden et al. (2011) conduct a similar analysis
for the United Kingdom. They find that the introduction of the ICL scheme in 1998,
which coincided with strong (income-dependent) increases in tuition, only lowered the
participation rate of students with high parental income. The 2006 reforms, which led
to further increased and uniform tuition fees, did not impact the participation rate of any
of the subgroups, as the impact of higher tuition was completely offset by the expansion
of grants and ICLs.
The previous studies for Australia and the United Kingdom are evaluations of (new)
ICL policies versus (old) general tax schemes. Because the participation effects are
small, even negligible in most studies, prospective students can be expected to be risk
averse with respect to higher education enrolment (otherwise participation should de-
cline as the expected costs increase when replacing GETs by ICLs).52 Alternatively, the
low participation impact might also be a consequence of a psychological effect, e.g.,
students fail to rationally incorporate the increase in expected costs. Regardless of the
specific results of these studies, one should be aware that evaluating ICLs vs. GETs on
the basis of participation rates does not allow for any conclusions with respect to the
welfare effects of these schemes.
7 Conclusion
This paper has reviewed the economics of financing higher education with a focus on
why intervention could be desirable and how it can be done. We highlight the main
messages to conclude our review.
We have specified different arguments why intervention in higher education could
be desirable. Section 3 discusses the traditional market failures (uninsurable risk, credit
52This is provided that credit constraints are not too high in the original case, which appears to apply in
these cases, as the old system had no tuition fees combined with maintenance grants for students from poor
families.
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constraints, externalities, and signalling). Some of these failures, externalities and sig-
nalling in particular, seem plausible a priori, but turn out to be hard to prove in a con-
vincing way. Although we would not go as far as to discard such arguments completely,
caution (and more empirical research) is needed in our view when it comes to empha-
sizing these failures as justification for intervention. Other market failures, like credit
constraints, have become more important over time in countries with relatively high pri-
vate contributions for higher education attendance, such as the U.S. and the U.K. The
increasing importance of credit constraints could spread to other countries as well, es-
pecially to those that have recently opted to shift a larger share of the costs of higher
education towards students and their parents without accompanying measures to allevi-
ate credit constraints. Section 4 discusses several behavioural failures that could arise
via misprediction and social interactions (positional goods, academic peer effects, and
peer pressure). Because behavioural economics is a relatively recent field, the empir-
ical knowledge is still thin, and this is especially true in the context of higher educa-
tion. Still, the available evidence indicates that these behavioral failures play a role
in decision-making processes for higher education and therefore need to be considered
when designing policies in higher education.
Sections 5 and 6 analyze how interventions in higher education can be executed.
Section 5 discusses the problems that may arise when ideal lump-sum transfers are not
feasible for redistribution. The use of second-best instruments, like a classical income
tax to finance subsidies for higher education, may indeed lead to several complications
(distortions, perverse redistribution, and fiscal externalities). Although each of these
complications is often taken for granted, the empirical evidence is not overwhelming.
Section 6 looks at the joint design of education and redistribution policies. Central in
the design of a classical tax-subsidy scheme is the trade-off between on the one hand
redistribution and insurance benefits and on the other hand the distortion costs. Section
6 also discusses more innovative schemes like income-contingent loans and graduate
taxes. Compared to general taxation, such alternative financing modes are often praised
for better targeting the costs to students, while keeping the consumption-smoothing
and insurance properties of general taxation. Recent evidence suggests that income-
contingent loans do not constrain students from low income families to participate in
higher education. Although no real world examples of graduate taxes exist, the same is
likely to be true for that particular financing scheme as well.
Our review not only updates the academic literature, but also comes at a time of
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prevalent reforms across educational systems worldwide. The reforms in higher educa-
tion finance appear to have been largely inspired by pragmatic considerations: how to
save on government expenditures in higher education, usually by shifting more of the
costs to students and their parents, while at the same time trying to limit the impact on
participation in higher education. Although revenues and participation are no doubt im-
portant dimensions of higher education, neither a higher participation level nor a lower
budget deficit are necessarily better from a welfare point of view. Additionally, rather
than reducing the budget deficit, the resulting savings could also be reinvested in struc-
tural and long-term educational policies. Early childhood investment, for example, has
the potential to improve the life prospects of children from disadvantaged families and
to provide true democratic access to higher education in the long-run.
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Appendix: proofs
An educational subsidy financed by a poll tax is inequitable
Consider an educational subsidy S paid by lump-sum taxes T . The budget constraint
requires
T = SP °,
with θ° implicitly defined via


















with u(θ) = a(θ)− T , if θ < θ° and u(θ) = a(θ) + b(θ)− T + S − c(θ), if otherwise.
Replacing utilities, we can rewrite E as
E =
ˆ
(w(θ)− 1)(a(θ)− T )f(θ)dθ +
ˆ
≥θ°
(w(θ)− 1)(b(θ) + S − c(θ))f(θ)dθ.






(w(θ)− 1)f(θ)dθ = −P °(1− w¯°),
with w¯° =
´
≥θ° w(θ)f(θ)dθ/P °. Equity decreases when
∂E
∂S < 0, i.e., when 1− w¯° >
0, as required.
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The cross-derivative of participation







+ 1 = 0.































(1− τ)b′(θ◦)− (1− ς)c′(θ◦) .
So, if b′′ < 0 and c′′ > 0, then the numerator is negative, while the denominator is
positive (given ς, τ < 1, b′ > 0 and c′ < 0), as required.
Second-best linear taxes and subsidies
Consider a linear earnings tax scheme (with poll tax T and tax rate τ ), a linear subsidy
scheme (with educational subsidy S and subsidy rate ς), and a graduate tax scheme (a
linear rate η on earnings). The results in section 6.1 are derived in the absence of a
graduate tax scheme (or, equivalently, setting η = 0), while the results in section 6.2 are
derived with a graduate tax scheme. The payoffs are equal to
a(θ) + α, a(θ) + b(θ) + β, and c(θ) + γ,
with a strictly increasing, b strictly increasing, c strictly decreasing, and α, β, γ i.i.d.
multivariate normal with zero means and σβ,γ = 0.
The expected utility of an individual with type θ in case he chooses to graduate is
equal to
EU [−T + (1− τ − η)(a(θ) + b(θ) + β) + Ξ + S − (1− ς)(c(θ) + γ)],
with Ξ =
´
P ° e(θ)f(θ)dθ the aggregate net effect of participation on society, which is
assumed to be non-monetary and therefore non-taxable. Assuming a constant absolute
risk aversion ρ > 0, the expected utility of a normally distributed stochastX (with mean
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Similarly, the expected utility in case of non-graduation equals
EU [−T + (1− τ)(a(θ) + α) + Ξ] = −T + (1− τ)a(θ) + Ξ− ρ
2
(1− τ)2σ2α. (23)
An individual with type θ chooses to study if the prospect of studying (equation (22)
minus Ξ) dominates the prospect of not studying (equation (23) minus Ξ), or if
−ηa(θ) + (1− τ − η)b(θ) + S − (1− ς)c(θ) > ρ
2
∆σ2ς,τ,η,
with the risk difference ∆σ2ς,τ,η equal to
(1− τ − η)2σ2β + (1− ς)2σ2γ − (1− τ)2σ2α.
The cutoff type θ° is therefore defined as
−ηa(θ°) + (1− τ − η)b(θ°) + S − (1− ς)c(θ°)− ρ
2
∆σ2ς,τ,η = 0.




b(θ°)− ρ[(1− τ − η)σ2β − (1− τ)σ2α]




a(θ°) + b(θ°)− ρ(1− τ − η)σ2β
−ηa′(θ°) + (1− τ − η)b′(θ°)− (1− ς)c′(θ°) ,
∂θ°
∂ς
= − c(θ°) + ρ(1− ς)σ
2
γ




= − 1−ηa′(θ°) + (1− τ − η)b′(θ°)− (1− ς)c′(θ°) .
For later use note that
∂θ°
∂τ






















w (θ)EU(θ)f (θ) dθ +
ˆ
≥θ°
w (θ)EU(θ)f (θ) dθ.
Replacing EU(θ) by (22) and (23) for graduates and non-graduates, social welfare be-
comes






w (θ) [−ηa(θ) + (1− τ − η)b(θ) + S − (1− ς)c(θ)− ρ
2
∆σ2ς,τ,η]f (θ) dθ.
The budget constraint of the policy maker requires that the (expected) net tax revenues

















with the last three terms capturing the distortions caused by the earnings tax rate τ , the
graduate tax rate η, and the subsidy rate ς , all expressed in per-capita revenue terms. We
can solve for −T and obtain immediately
















Replacing −T and using the formula for Ξ, social welfare is equal to
´
w(θ)a(θ)f(θ)dθ − τ ´ (w(θ)− 1)a(θ)f(θ)dθ
+
´
≥θ°[e(θ) + τb(θ) + η(a(θ) + b(θ))− S − ςc(θ)]f(θ)dθ − 12dττ2 − 12dηη2 − 12dςς2
−ρ2(1− τ)2σ2α +
´
≥θ° w (θ) [−ηa(θ) + (1− τ − η)b(θ) + S − (1− ς)c(θ)− ρ2∆σ2ς,τ,η]f (θ) dθ.





(1− w(θ))a(θ)f(θ)dθ + ´≥θ°(1− w(θ))b(θ)f(θ)dθ
−[e(θ°) + τb(θ°) + η(a(θ°) + b(θ°))− S − ςc(θ°)]f(θ°)∂θ°∂τ − dττ
+ρ(1− τ)σ2α(1−
´
≥θ° w (θ) f (θ) dθ) + ρ(1− τ − η)σ2β
´




≥θ°(1− w(θ))(a(θ) + b(θ))f(θ)dθ
−[e(θ°) + τb(θ°) + η(a(θ°) + b(θ°))− S − ςc(θ°)]f(θ°)∂θ°∂η − dηη
+ρ(1− τ − η)σ2β
´




≥θ°(w(θ)− 1)c(θ)f(θ)dθ − [e(θ°) + τb(θ°) + η(a(θ°) + b(θ°))− S − ςc(θ°)]f(θ°)∂θ°∂ς
−dςς + ρ(1− ς)σ2γ
´










Using the first-order condition for S (∂W∂S = 0) and equations (25)-(27) we can rewrite







(1− w(θ))a(θ)f(θ)dθ + ´≥θ°(1− w(θ))b(θ)f(θ)dθ − P °b(θ°)(1− w¯°)



















(w(θ)−1)c(θ)f(θ)dθ+P °c(θ°)(1− w¯°)+ρ(1− ς)P °σ2γ−dςς. (30)
We finally rewrite these partial derivatives in covariances. We start with equation
(28). Let y(θ) be ex-post gross income (either a(θ) or a(θ) + b(θ) depending on the
participation choice). We have
cov(w, y) =
´
(w(θ)− w¯)(y(θ)− y¯)f(θ)dθ = ´ (w(θ)− 1)y(θ)f(θ)dθ
=
´
(w(θ)− 1)a(θ)f(θ)dθ + ´≥θ°(w(θ)− 1)b(θ)f(θ)dθ.
(31)
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In other words, the first three terms of equation (28), the net redistributive payoff, are
equal to
net redistributive payoff = −cov(w, y)− P °b(θ°)(1− w¯°).
To see that the net redistributive payoff is positive, we can rewrite the first and the second




(w(θ)− w¯)(a(θ)− a¯)f(θ)dθ = cov(w, a),
and ˆ
≥θ°















So, the net redistributive payoff is equal to
−cov(w, a)− P °cov°(w, b) + P °(b¯°− b(θ°))(1− w¯°),
which is positive (all covariances are negative and the last term is positive because b¯° >
b(θ°)).
Next, to rewrite equation (29), note that
ˆ
≥θ°
(w(θ)− 1)(a(θ) + b(θ))f(θ)dθ = P °cov°(w, a+ b)− P °( ¯a+ b)°(1− w¯°),
with
cov°(w, a+ b) =
ˆ
≥θ°







( ¯a+ b)° =
ˆ
≥θ°
(a(θ) + b(θ))f(θ)dθ/P °.
So, the first two terms of equation (29), the net redistributive payoff, is equal to
net redistributive payoff = −P °cov°(w, a+b)+P °[( ¯a+ b)°−(a(θ°)+b(θ°))](1−w¯°),
which is again positive (the covariance is negative and the second term is positive be-
cause ( ¯a+ b)° > a(θ°) + b(θ°)).
Finally, let z(θ) be ex-post study costs (either 0 or c(θ) depending on the participa-









In other words, the first two terms of equation (30) are equal to
net redistributive payoff = cov(w, z) + P °c(θ°)(1− w¯°).









(w(θ)− w¯°)(c(θ)− c¯°)f(θ)dθ/P ° > 0,





The net redistributive payoff is now equal to
P °cov°(w, c) + P °(c(θ°)− c¯°)(1− w¯°),
which is again positive (the covariance is positive and the second term is positive be-
cause c(θ°) > c¯°).
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